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1.

county within its borders. Growing out of this State slave-trade, the interference of CoDgress for the acquisition of future territory. That is f the Constitution so as to deprive you of your raising new difficulties in regard to tbe navi thrown upon the soil of Kentucky—a political
is a proneness to ignore Constitutional limitation, with slaveery in the States, and in the arsenals an important omission. It is a question that property in your own States. So far as they are gation of the Mississippi, or the high or low tar and social curse. Then, sir, you will see trouble
and to do in the several States just whatever the and forts, and certain oiher propositions, are reci should be settled finally, and for all time. We concerned, that is the reward which they have iff, or other questions which have no direct in the State. It is a social question as well as a
BY
HARPER.
domnant party may desire to do. Growing out ognized as being a part of the Constitution and expect to expand—we know we do. In settling given to the border slaveholding States for efforts bearing. We can only settle it by laying down political one. It is one in which every white
this is a claim to monopolize all the Terri declaratory of it. The leading provisions of the our present difficulties let us not patch up a tem as loyal, heroic and patriotic as ever were made what is right, demanding what we are entitled man in Kentucky has an iuterest. If time was
Office in Wool-yard’s Block, Third Story of
tories of the United States. It is vain to make resolutions, about which controversy arose, was porary settlement, leaving us to renew these con by men, first to preserve, and then to reunite this to by tho Constitution of the country, and get allowed I thiuk I could undertake to show that
TERMS—Two Dollars per annum, payable in ad a Constitutional argument—vain to appeal to touching the question of slavery in the territories. vulsions at no distant day. One of the great ad Union.
ting these rights, offering the olive branch to the the non slaveholding white population of Ken*
vance ; $2,50 within six months ; $3,00 after the ex the decisions of the judicial tribunals of the Kentucky had declared, in every form, that her vantages of the Territorial plan proposed by
I desire, in telling what I believe to be mourn North on the one side, and to the South on the tucky have as deep an interest as any other peo
piration of the year.
land. They will tell you that the will of the na people had an equal right with any other people Governor Crittenden was, that, if adopted.it was ful truth, to state what I consider the present other.
ple in resisting and preventing that accursed
tion is against it. The majority of the people to remove into the territories, and to take with a final, eternal settlement of the disputes be1 policy of the dominant or Republican party. I
Now, sir, if we were to undertake to settle the policy which is to bring emancihation into thia
in these Confederate States being in favor them all their property, including slaves. The twees the North and the South on the questions say to you, sir, that so far from intending to question upon the high level of constitutional country, and to throw two hundred and fifty
of excluding nearly one-balf of their hrethren, Supreme Court of the United States had, in a growing out of African slavery.
mafee a thorough, fair and honest settlement of right, we would take the position that a Border thousand negroes on the body of society.
and having the numerical power to do so, they case familiar to you all, affirmed and indorsed
But that was not the only difference. The re national troubles, they are engaged to-day in State Conference should be held, and that the
If I am wrong, I am willing to suffer the con-s.
»
propose to do so in accordance with the vicious the opinion of Kentucky; and in a spirit of pa port goes on to say:
devising plans by which they hope to secure to Northern States must agree that the people of sequences. If I am wrong, it is rd honest er
theory which they entertain and of which I have triotic concession, which has been ratified by his
With this exception, tbe proposition to divide themselves, and ultimately to their principles, the Southern States shall have the privilege of ror of judgement. I am uttering my whole
spoken.
own State the distinguished gentleman to whom the territory is the same in the amendment pro all the Border Slaveholding States of this Con emigrating to the Territories, ana of taking heart, my whole opinions, to a body that has
I speak of this difference as one of the causes I refer proposed to make an equitable division of posed by tbe Convention and by Mr. Crittenden's federacy.
their property with them, and of bolding it there done me the honor to ask for them. Then, sir,
OF THE
which has tended to produce the present condi that territory—I sav equitable. It is a generous proposition. There is a diffe ence of language
You have seen in the public press an account protected. We would sustain that claim which I say it seems to me that it tbe State of Kentuc
tion of Federal affairs It is one which will have and inequitable division. It was proposed to sur in some respects between the two sections, but of an interview between a leading spirit of this has been ratified frequently iu tbe political ac ky refuses to plant herself upon some position
J. C.
to be argued in Kentucky, because it is of the render to the Northern States, by express consti they both mean tbe same thing, that is, African Administration and a delegation from Illinois tion of the Government, and by the declaration that is suitable to her own history and character*
nature of political differences to work themselves tutional provision, four-fifths of the present terri slavery.
about the time of Mr. Lincoln's inauguration.— of the highest judicial tribunal of the land.— if she refuses to demand something she may rea
DELIVERED IN THE
If that was so, and the Crittenden Resolutions It is the key note, in my opinion, of the policy Kentucky, in every form in which her Legisla sonably ask, and ask without bringing a blush of
out of their ultimate causes. We will have to de tory aud to reserve one-fifth.
Hall of the House of Representatives termine whether this is simply a popular consoli But it provided that the recognition and pro were known all over the country, and had been of that party. He declared to them then, sub ture, or conventions of the people themselves shame upon her cheek, something that she may
dated government or a limited confederacy with tection of slavery in tha; one-fifth should be as approved by Kentucky and other States—if it stantially, that he had occasion heretofore to call could express their sense, has ratified that decla offer her brethren in the North and her brethren
TUESDAY, APRIL 2, 1861,
constitutional limitations—a government made clear and explicit as the prohibition in the four- was the same iu interest and meaning—whv not their attention away from the Union, which was ration, and declared it to be just. But, sir, Ken in the South, she may prepare for whatever vor
In Compliance with an Invitation by the several States.
fifths. Not one Republican Senator would vote adopt that which was familiar to the people and not in danger, to the principles of freedom which tucky and the Border States have receded from tex chance may prepare to receive her in. At
OF THE
I hold the theory contained in the Kentucky for any of that series of resolutions—neither for had received the indorsement of the people of were in danger; but that now having secured the that level to another. They have receded to the the end of tl e Territorial controversy she may
Resolutions of ’89, which, I believe/.have been the territorial proposition nor for those declara the State? The Conference Report goes on to principles of freedom, he contemplated calling leT‘1 offered by the Senator from Kentucky, who look upon the ruins of a departed Confederacy,
KENTUCKY LEGISLATURE.
indorsed and approved by the great majority of tory of the provisions of the present Constitution. say:
their attention away to the consideration of the entertained the constitutional opinion I have herself shorn of her power, a miserable fragment
The expressions used in Mr. Crittenden’s sec Union, which is in danger- Without indicating just indicated as the full maasure of right, but of an antislavery Union,
Afr. Speaker, Gentlemen of the Senate and House all political parties at one time or another---that One by one these propositions received their un
the Federal Government is a compact of govern broken negative vote. They rejected them in tioD, “That slavery is hereby recognized as ex a purpose to surrender or yield in the slightest who yielded, in a spirit of compromise, and his
I hold that in entertaining these sentiments
of Representatives, and Fellow-Citizens:
When I reached home on Saturday last, I wag ment between the States; that it is not the final committees; they rejected them in the Senate ; isting south of that line,” was objected to by degree in regard to the essential principles of act has been indorsed by the people of this State. I am a frieud of the Union of these States. I
informed that I bad been honored by an invita judge of its own powers, since that would make they rejected them in the House of Representa some, as it might be construed that it meant to their organization, they are tbe loudest in pro Now, sir, I hold that if this question can be set confess that to me it is strangely incomprehensi
tion from the General Assembly of this Stare to its discretion, not the Constitution, the measure tives; they rejected every other form of proposi establish slavery in the territory by a Constitu claiming tbe old Constitution—that Constitution tled at all with the Northern States, it can be ble how well informed gentlemen can take such
which they have for years been perverting.
settled upon the basis of the resolutions offered grounds—that they will fall below, far below, all
address them upon the present condition of Fed of its power; but that, in the last resort, each tion that was brought before either House of tional provision.
I must judge for itself of the mode and manner Congress, except one, and that was a proposition
But the meaning of the language does not jus
It is not the policy of the dominant party to by the Senator from Kentucky, with the amend measures proposed by tbe propositions of my
eral affairs.
I feel most profoundly, sir, the honor of this of redress. As we determine that, we determine by the late Senator from New York, now Secre tify such an inference. To recognize tbe exis surrender a single one of their distinctive princi ment submitted by his colleague in the Senate— distinguished friend, yet declare they are, par
di stinction, and I only regret that I am not com other questions—questions of treason, questions tary of State, declaring that the Constitution tence of a fact is not to establish that fact by ples, unless compelled so to do by a general out an amendment which may be said to be simply excellence, Union men, when, if they will reflect,
petent to reward the itivit tion in such manner of allegiance, and other questions that may arise should not be so amended so as to interfere wiih law. No, gentlemen, it was a quibble on the break of the people. But they inteud to shift declaratory of the original purport of the resolu they must know that the effect of their policy is
involuntary servitude in the States; and there part of the Northern delegates to that Conven the matter from the question ot Republican prin’ tions; because, according to their proper con to make the separation of the States eternal.—
as I feel convinced it deserves, aud give to the in ihe progress of the existing difficulties.
I do not hold that any party has a causeless are but few Republicans who claim that Congress tion. They never intended to commit their peo ciples to tbe question of Union, and to secure struction, they originally expressed tne senti Will it not be our policy to try a coarse which
General Assembly the counsel they have asked
at my hands. But, sir, owing all that I am to right to break up or withdraw from the Govern has that power now, under the Constitution.— ple or themselves to any form of language by the fruits of their triumph by tbe abused name ment they are made, perhaps, more definitely may bring back the Confederate States, upop
the people of Kentucky—owing so much to gen ment. I do not hold the right of a State to dis< Nobody supposes that the aggressive purposes which property in African slaves should be re of the Union of the States. For this purpose to bear by tbe amendment offered by the col which we can say we feel that we can maintain
our position, our substantial rights upon this ba
tlemen around me, who have extended me the solve its connection with the Union by causelessly which they have in view on African slavery are cognized iu any territory. They have been true they propose to use the Border States. To-day, league of Governor Crittenden.
invitation, I did not feel at liberty to decline. 1 breaking the compact. What I meao to say is, to be carried cut by immediately abolishing to that unde lying principle of their political instead ot devising some broad and general plan
Then, here are resolutions which Kentucky re sis—stand long, plead long to reunite all the
■feel, sir, that it imposes upon me the duty to that a State can judge for itself of the mode and slavery in the States. No. It is to be ac party all the time. In Congress and in the Peace to unite these States, they are engaged in the gards as constituting a proposition which she States ?—is it not better to pursue that policy,
epeak with perfect plainness and freedom my measure of redress. Its confederates have rights, complisbed by more circuitous but not less fatal Conference they give such phraseology to their dirty business of dividing out Federal offices, might offer to the North, and the South, as a ba, and propose such a plan which we can get, if
resolutions SDd measures that they are not com and devising schemes by which they may attack sis of settlement. It may be said that if she of it is firmly, bravely and respectfully demanded
opinions and sentiments in reference to the pres and may also judge of the mode and measure of means.
I have said, sir, that the representatives of the mitted to recognize, in any form, property in and debauch these very States that have made fers more there is no hope that the Northern from tbe North, if we can get any thing?
ent condition of our country. Standing, as we redress. If the magnitude of the difference be
Now, Mr. Speaker, it appears to me, sir, that
do, in the presence of a broken Union—a broken such that it leads to a collision, there may be domnant party in this country not only rejected African slaves under this common Government tbe best and noblest efforts to save this Confed- States will accept it. If she offers less, there is
Confederacy—the manner in which it may be re bloodshed; but the bloodshed will be between the resolutions of my distinguished friend, (Mr. of ours. That is the reason they object to tbe eracy.
reason to believe the Southern States will not ac if tbe States of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee,
Look at the character of the Administration. cept it; indeed, the danger now is that those and the other States I have indicated, were to.
stored, if that be possible; the relations wh ch two governments, and the character of the con Crittenden,) but rejected all other propositions language of the resolutions of my distinguished
Kentucky and those States which are associated test will be warm. Those taken prisoners are of adjustment except the one to which I have ftiend. They did not regard it as the same in The most radical, uncompromising anti-slavery resolutions may not reunite all the States. I am take the proposition of Governor Crittenden—ev
with her may t e obliged to take, and nucq not to be hung as traitors, but are to be held as just alluded. You may hear it said that they meaning and intent. I will tell you why they men in the United States are connected with it, perfectly confident that nothing less will upon en make them stronger, if you choose; because
and are prominent in its counsels. The Senate the one side, and upon the other I am perfectly if you can ever get it off of the fanatical basis,
other kindred questions, are of tb^greatest prisoners of war. This is one of the important have manifested a desire to accord the rights of objected to it. It is said here:
It may be well here to state what is tbe status itself is organized upon the very principles of satisfied that if the question can be settled at all, and put it upon a political basis, it will be right,
interest and magnitude. They «>*e, sir, far questions which will grow out of the decisiou of the South, by the passage of certain bills for the
I am sure.
above all party considerations and ^lJ party plat the question which now agitates the country.— organization of the Territories of Colorado and of persons held to involuntary service or labor in Abolitionism. The most thorough, radical anti upon a political basis, that can be obtained.
Take them—offer them to tbe North and (A
Hence, sit, holding these opiuions, whilo I have Nevada, because those bills passed without the all the Territory of tbe United States south of slavery man in America controlling the entire
forms.
Mr. Speaker, movements of this kind never go
In the course of my life, sir, I have given and loved and do love, the Common Government prohibition of African slavery within those Ter 36° 30z. By the law of New Mexico, which cov organization of that Senate. As to its course in backward. They have been allowed to progiess the South—hold them out to both sections—of
taken blows in the ordinary political contests of under whose Constitution I was born; while I will ritories. I do not desire that there shall he any ers the whole of the Territory south of that line the appointment of the men who are seut to rep until sometimes iu reflecting upon the subject, fer the olive-branch to the North and to the South
the country; but I feel ii»t upon such an occa- adhere to it with fidelity, and co-operate in meas misunderstanding in regard to that matter, and I African slavery exists by Territorial enactment, resent this country abroad. One man is sent to thoughtful men can scarcely pursuade themselves —try to reunite all these States upon thia basis*
«ion as this one /uotiid eradicate from his bosom ures to restore it to its pure original principles, will briefly state the facts. At the last session of protected by tbe Constitution of the United Austria, who not only spits upon all your Con that there is a hope of reuniting all the thirty- say to them, gentlemen, we were members of a.
every paiticjt of party feeling, and speak accord I hold that the ultimate action of my State is Congress the Republicans in the Hause sent a States. The laws of the Territory protect the stitutional rights, but publicly declares that he four States in the Union. For one, sir, it would Confederacy of thirty-four States, that has brok
ing ,,',e dictates of his honest judgment con my action — her destiny is my destiny; that I will bill to the Senate repealing the Territorial law of right of the owner, provide remedies, civil and must have an anti-slavery Bible, au auti-slavery gladden my heart beyond measure to see them en in parts; we hold ourselves free to say how
'c, ruing the very highest interests of his State and share it with her; and that in going with her I New Mexico recognizing slavery, but it was de criminal, tor injuries or violation of such rights Constitution, and an auti-slavery God. A Ger all under oue Constitution, as amended by tbe far it 6ha.ll be broken. If we find it impossible
of his country. Accordingly. Mr. Speaker, I will do not feel that I am a traitor to my government; feated in the Senate. At this session, however, as completely and affectually as it is protected iu man, from the edge of the lakes, is sent to Spain, resolutions of my distinguished friend, although te reunite you upon terms that we think you can
to replace a Kentuckian; a man that spouted I believe that time will develop that political af, reunite with honor upon, then it is, sir, that I
abandon attv friend with whom I have been con I do not feel that I owe that diviue allegiance they were anxious to have the Territories organ the State of Kentucky.
The argument is that'the resolution declares from one end of the country to tbe other, prin fairs in this country, having taken a course not hold that the Commo’’weallb of Kentucky would
nected who differs with me in the views I enter which will cause me to run the hazard of beiug ized. They had quite a population there, most
tain upon the all-absorbing question, and I will hung by one authority or the other, according as 1 of from the North. They knew well that the that as in the present Territory south of that line, ciples that would destroy any government on anticipated by the framers ot tbe Constitution — be perfectly free to pursue whatever course her
eople may think consonant with her interest,
incoming Administration would have the ap the status of persons held to labor shall not be earth. As Consul-General to Canada this Ad political affai
cheerfully unite with all to whom I may have each’ may get‘ possession of- my person
Mr. Speaker, I believe that the Federal Gov pointment of all the judicial officers. They changed, without determining what that status ministration has sent the most notorious, loug- sect
me to
been opposed heretofore, no matter how bitterly
lifed Abolitionist in the United States—a man -•’’e tB’s CbVfTBflbracy without limitation—that it
r and say what, in such a melancholy
—a'l who will agree with the views which as errimenl was intended for a confederacy of States, knew that it was an underlying principle of their is.
Now, what follows? The law of the Territo that has frequently declared that not only does will be difficult to prevent frequent convultions contingency as that, I would advocate. It is,
n citizen I shall be bound to take, I will stand and in the language of the Constitution, went party that the normal condition of the Territories
arm in arm with them as if we had been twin- into operation between the Slates ratifying the is that of freedom, and that neither Congress nor rial Legislature, and its legal effect, has been tbe he not feel obliged to carry out tbe constitutional in the future, without the full recognition of some not within the scope of these remarks.
Mr. Speaker, I hope it will not be considered
same. We can get along with this Cornmou the Territorial Legislature could give iegal exis subject of discussion from the beginning. Now, provision for the rendition of fugitive slaves, but self-protecting element by which the weaker por
boro.
Mr. Lincoln sends judges out to the Territory of that he has frequently aided and assisted slaves tion of the nation may have tbe power to protect disrespectful for me to make one additional ob
Perhaps the General Assembly will excuse me, Government as a confederacy. We cannot get tence to slavery in the Territories.
Hence, anxious to have the Territories organ, New Mexico to determine thia status—judges ap. in escaping from their masters. This man glo and defend itself. But if we could reunite the servation. I am sure all will agree that whatev
if I detain them for a few momeuta with some along with it as a consolor'ated popular govern
States upon tbe basis of these resolutions, these er Kentucky shall do in relation to this impor
remarks with respect to myself. You are quite ment. We have various interests at stake. We ized, knowing that the patronage and appoint pointed according to his political principles, to ries in the violation of constitutional law.
Then, Mr. Speaker, whatever may be our hopes questions might be settled yet.
tant questson, ought to be done by tbe expres
that the official position position which I are, in many respects, a various people. We ment of officers would be in the hands of a Pres determine this status upon the principle that the
sion of a decisive majority of her people. Hero
held in .'the last Congress made it impossibfe for have the Puritans in New Englaud, and we have ident holding thia principle, who would appoint normal condition of all the territories is one of or our fears, I have, in the course of my remarks,
Now,
Mr.
Speaker,
what
position
are
we
to
me to partici'g'Mte in the public discussions of almost a different race in many parts of the judges who would decide in accordance with this freedom, and that neither Congress, nor the Ter stated facts. I have stated that, to the extent of take in Kentucky? Do we want to keep those she is, and her purpose should be a just expres
that body. Bui their- ny is no person throughout South. We have a German element so scattered principle; being tinabie, also, to incorporate a ritorial Legislature, nor individuals have a right their power, the present dominant party, with seceded States out of the Union ? Do we want sion of a clear, unmistakable, decisive majority
the country, or at Washibg^q. who felt a deeper over some of the Northwestern States that it proviso into the bills; feeling sure that they ran to give it existence. That will be the decision the President of the United States at their head, to make some proposition to tbe Northern States of the people of the State. On a question sa
interest in what took place, or
tried, accord nearly controls them. The Stales are possibly no hazard, they agreed to suspend, for the time his judges under tbe status resolutions. It is adhi re, amid all the confusions of their country, that may just patch up a settlement that will momentous as this, affecting her future destiny,
ing to his capacity, harder than tnyseiY to bring capable of beiug umted in a confederacy for a being, the incorporation of the principle ot pro ambiguous, inconclusive, unsatisfactory and de to all the principles of their political platform, leave the Union with halt the South gone, and a majority of a few hundreds, or a thousand or
about a peaceable adjustment of our public dif fe w and limited purposes, but that is all. Why, hibition into the bills, because they could not get ceptive. Afier giving away tour fifths of all the and that they ha”e no purpose, intention or de* with tbe remaining few feeble Southern States two of her people, one way or tbe other, might
ficulties. Among other things, I suggested a if it were as the Administration holds—if a ma them in; determined to take the advantage of public domain as a concession to peace, to he sire, in regard to our present difficulties, to settle members of a Northern Confederacy ? Then all become a snbject of controversy or dispute. It
conference of the Senators from the Southern jority of the non slaveholding States, for exam- securing the appointment of all the officers in put off by a declaration that the status shall not them upon terms that Kentucky, or the other we have to do i8 simply to clamor down tbe Crit might be said we have been defrauded or sur
States, which was held, with a view of uniting! P'e> Pult’,!2 aside the limitations of the Consti- the Territories, with the perfect certainty that no be changed, but shall be determined and admin- slave States, have asked, or that their interest tenden Resolutions, and to clamor up the name prised in the election. We have been deprived
the counsels of all the States upon some plan of tuiion, being ibe final judges of their Own powers, slave could be taken there and protected there. ed and administered according to tbe course of demands; that they are willing to give you alone of Un ion without conditio i—without saying what of tbe expression of the deliberate will of the,
adjustment, to reunite the States that had gone if they, by forming themselves into a government, Hence it is delusion—idle mockery—to say that the common law—the dispute exi.-ting as to what the poor boon that the Constitution shall not be are our rights, and what we must have. Raise State. Therefore, sir, I hold that her action
off, and to prevent further additions to their can coniroi us, what kind of a government, is there is any purpose in the Republican party, as that status is— by judges who bold that neither so amended that Congress shall have power to the cry of Union without condition and you have should be the action of a distinct majority of her
number. My distingnishpd friend now before ibis ? It is the most extraordinary non-resident indicated in the passage of the bills, to recognize Congress, nor a Territorial Legislature, nor indi. abolish slavery—a paper declaration, which they the result. Those men who will reject adjust, people. I hold, further, that when tbe majority
me—Hon. John J. Crittenden — was in that Con despotism that ever existed among men. Not or protect this species of property in any Terri viduals have a right to recognize slavery in the are no more likely to respect than tbe other de ment measures, and refuse to take a manly, op utters its voice, that her citizens are bound to
clarations which they have so openly trampled
Territories of the United States.
gress, aud I well remember his speeches there, only is it a despotism, but an alien, non-resident tory belong to the United Stales.
en stand upon the ground of settlement, which acquiesce. I have seen with wain and surprise
intimations that have been thrown out that a,
Sir, there were resolutions presented to the
I would rather have nothing at all. I would on tbe ground.
and his efforts to unite the counsels of all on despoiism. When it assumes a party form; when
I have spoken of these things, first because they believe themselves to be less than the mea minority of the people of tbe Commonwealth
some plan that should give satisfaction to the a political sectional party, uniting in themselves last Congress by a very highly respectable body rather stand upon the old Constitution, and fight
sure
of
Constitutional
right,
and
at
the
same
all the powers of government ; when they take which convened in Washington, called the Peace it out, than take such an abortion as that; and they are true; next, because in my opinion, it time declare they are for the Union and the Con would add to our calamities the horrors of inter
di-satisfied States
A few weeks after this I had the honor to draft the Executive Chair, the Senate, and the House Congress. I may add that these propositions then, after we had been paired down, cut down is important that they should be known in order stitution, are in effect the kind of men who, in necine war, if tbe majority should pursue a.
a paper with a view to a conference of the Bor of Representatives ; when they reform, to use were rejected in both houses by overwhelming right and left, to adopt, simply for the sake of that the Border States may be better able to de their purposes and motives, are the very worst of course opposed to their views. Let ns not thinly
der Slave States for the purpose of uniting coun their own language, the purposes of the federal votes. I am told it is said that the Peace Con phraseology, a thing that it is said meant tbe termine wh: f course to pursue in their efforts to disunionist8, because they pursue a course that of that, Mr. Speaker. That should be the last,
calamity that would afflict a Commonwealth.
sel and preventing a collision of arms. It was and judicial tribunals—here you have a Pres ference resolutions are better than the resolutions same thing as Governor Crittenden’s, taking restore this Union.
makes tbe permanent disruption of the Union
Mr. Speaker, I have trespassed too long upon
I suppose that having heen honored by tbe certain.
signed by the Senators from Kentucky and other ident, a House of Representatives, and a Sen of Governor Crittenden. I am told it is sup about twice as many words to express it. Sena
They pursue a course that insures the
Southern States; but when it reached the House ate, all elected on sectional ground—it is an posed in many quarters that they ought to be en tor Crittenden’s proposition had the advantage invitation of this Legislature to address them, I connection of this Commonwealth with a North the patience of ih:s Assembly. The condition of'
of Representatives, it was attacked from both alien government, the worst that ever cursed the tirely satisfactory to the Southern States; that of condensation, it is admitted. But after being am expected to speak plainly; therefore, I do not ern Confederacy as a free State. The men who my health, and other causes, made itdifficult for
they are more clear and explicit than the resolu cut down in this way, giving a whole empire to trespass upon your time to deal in idle specula are Union men in the true sense of the word, de me to express the views which in so unpreten
quarters—attacked from one quarter because, it world.
Mr. Speaker, I have thrown out these remarks, tions ot my distinguished friend. I suppose they tbe North—prohibiting, io express terms, our tions, when I pronose to give mv bumble sugges sire to agree upon some plan of adjustment ding a manner I have attempted to advance, and
was said, the object was to gather together the
Border States aud precipitate them into seces not for the purpose of going elaborately into this have been pretty thoroughly discussed by gentle people from every sharing any part of it, giving, tions as to the course which it seems to me Ken which may unite the States. They are more en have doce it in a sincere spirit of gratitude anct.
sion ; attacked from other quarters—the lower discussion, but as indicating some of the causes men from Kentucky, who were members of that in return, a suit at law to be determined by judges tucky ought to take. I assume that it is the titled to the name of constitutional men than respect, upon the invitation so kindly extended
Southern States—because, it was alleged, the which have led to our preseut difficulties—some body; therefore I shall give my opinion upon against ns as to tbe remaining one fifth—even earnest desire of the people of this Common those who desire to see Kentucky remain in the to me. I trust, sir, that the State of Kentucky*
object was to unite the counsels of the Border of the questions which will come up for discussion, them very briefly.
then it could not receive tbe votes of more than wealth to reunite all the seceded States under Union without terms, and without conditions._ which has not been precipitate, but has been loy
The declaration in the provisions of the Peace one-third of tbe Northern States in the last Con the Constitution and the Union. I believe that What, thn, would be our condition ? Lat us al, true, patient and forbearing, most conspicoust
States, and thus, perhaps, prevent the carrying if they are not soon settled.
out of the secession movement. Failing to ob
It may be sa'd there are inconveniences in Conference resolutions, that Congress ’ought to gress. There were fourteen Northern States such is to-dav the desire of a majority of the peo- suppose that Kentucky and her associate States of all States in the attempt which has been madei
tain the signatures required, it fell through.
both modes of construction. It may be that the pass laws more effectually to secure to each State represented there. Five voted lor this emascu of Virginia, Delaware, Maryland, Missouri and —those most intimately connected with Jher by to restore a broken Union and a broken Consti-:
Mr. Speaker, we stancl now in the presence of Government will not be so strong under either the rights and privileges of the several States, is lated proposition. Out of twenty one or twenty- Tennessee.
geographical position and interest—take no tution. She, a wronged people, has advocated*
I am inclined to think, from representations ground in favor of a thorough and substantial ba with eloquence and fervor, that cause which bad
a broken Union. A separation of the States form as we could wish it to be. But, sir, we can the germ, I fear, of aggressive and unconstitu two States, but nine voted for it—four being
has commenced, and has been carried forward not make a stronger government than the one I tional legislation on the part of a sectional ma Southern Senators. And that, gentlemen, is tbe of gentlemen who ought to know, that, in all sis of adjustment, we all know that half the South better became the wrong doer. Kentucky has.
to a certain extent. The causes of that sepera- have indicated, for a Confederacy of States, of jority against the rights and interests of the proposition upon the Territorial question, cutting probability, so far as Arkansas and North Caro will be gone—gone forever. There will remain indicated her loyalty, her truth, her honor. I«,
tion ought to be briefly considered, before we almost various races, covering a great continent, Southern States. I confine myself to the terri out all after-acquisitions, leaving us in this de lina are concerned, those States are likely to go some six or seven slave States, having thorough is the sense of her people that she shall make,
come to consider the manner in which the Union and embracing many millions of people. If torial aspect of the resolutions. Mr. Critten plorable position as to new States; and even in with the Southern Confederacy, and, therefore, ly surrendered, having given up every thing they another effort, in conjunction with her associate,
may be restored, if that be possible. It seems there be some danger to fly off into parts, it would den’s resolutions upon that subject are clear aud that form receiving but one third of the North I express the opinion, with confidence, only in have because it is “obuoxious to Northern States,’ border States, for the purpose of reuniting all the
States. There is not in this room or Union a,
to me, sir, if 1 may be allowed to make a few be better so than that it should all tend to a con explicit:
ern States, and rejected by Congress. Thes° regard to the States I have named. I maintain as the phrase now is. These States are left like
In all the territory now or hereafter to be ac are the propositions that I am told the people of that if there be a mode possible of restoring these an army in the field with both flanks exposed, man whose heart would leap with more gladness,
general observations, that difficulties in which solidated popular despotism. The one preserves
we are now involved have not sprung up suddenly. municipal constitutional liberty, the other is a quired north of latitude 36 deg. and 30 min., Kentucky are to adopt as a means of receiving States, it is not by pursuing a course of timidity with nearly all their trade gone—with nearly a than my own if such an effort would be success-,
slavery or involuntary servitude, except as a their rights, and recalling the seceded States.— and surrender. The interests of Kentucky, Vir. quarter of a million of slaves iu their midst that ful.
The withdrawal of seven States from the Confed sure road to political death.
I trust that Kentucky will never forget that
eracy has not been the work of politicians alone,
Mr. Speaker, the theory I have indicated, upon punishment for crime, is prohibited; while in all In my opinion that proposition, look at it how ginia, Missouri,and Maryland are much the same. can not go either to the North or to the Sooth—
or the impulse of a sudden madness, or the ebul the part of the domiuant party, carried out into territory south of that line slavery is hereby re you may, means disunion in its worst sense, and The interests of Kentucky, Virginia and Tennes laboring under the pressure of a high tariff, principles of municipal constitutional liberty, are
lition of blind rage.
practice, has brought- a sectional party into power, cognized as existing, and shall not be interfered nothing else; because we know it will never re see are intimately connected that it would be im while the more Southern States are prosperous more sacred to her than even the existence of a
Great communities of men do not so act. We and has broken this Union—Kentucky wants to with by Congress, but shall be protected as pro store the Lnion of States. It means disunion possible for one of them to pursue a course that under a low tariff; compelled, perhaps; by tbe Federal Union of all the States—that the Union,
perty by all the departments of the Territorial —permanent separation of tbe seven seceded would not effect the others. They must co-oper nineteen free States that overmaster them soon is a great, glorious and beloved means to accom-.
all know that men are prone to suffer while evils play her part in restoring it.
are tolerable, rather than alter the forms to which
Now, sir, I shall trouble you with a brief but Government during its continuance. All the ter States—and compelling the Border States to ate. They must work together. I believe they to join them, and insist on the formation of a plishi ceetain great ends, which are life, libertyare disposed to co-operate in one loyal, patriotic Northern Confederacy of twenty five States— and the protection of property. I trust, sir, tba^
they are accus’omed. I speak without reference true statement of the efforts which were made at ritory north or south of said line, within such choose their future destiny.
effort to preserve tbe Union of the States. I compelled, under those circumstances, to fur she will persist in her efforts. 1 know phe wil|
to the merits of the movement I refer to, but the last session of Congress to adjust existing boundary as Congress may prescribe, when it
Mr, Speaker, in this branch of what I have to
with reference to the facts. It broke out with difficulties, and prevent a separation of the States contains a population necessary for a member of say I set out to give a brief statement of what take it for granted that all parties in the State of nish funds aud forces to harras, and possibly use all honorable efforts to preserve the Const’-,
volcanic force; but the causes that produced it theo united, as well as to bring back those which Congress, with a republican form of government, had been done, with the present condition—with Kentucky desire to see a conference of the Bor subjugate, tbe States below; that is the prospect tution and to restore tbe Union. But. sir, if afc
had been growing, as the chemical causes that had left the Union, It was agreed, Air. Speaker, shall be admitted into the Union on an equality the present status—of the question. In so far der slaveholding States, for the purpose of uniting that opens before our beloved Commonwealth, last her efforts shall fail—if the Constitution i<%
produce volcanic eruptions have been long pre that the Union could only be preserved by the with the original States, with or without slavery, as the dominaut party is concerned, the sum of iheir counsels and proposing some plan of ad unless she pursues a course that accords with to he perverted—if its spirit is to be destroyed*
paring in the bowels of the earth.
incorporation of substantial guarantees iu the as the Constitution of the State shall prescribe. it is that the Representatives of the majority of justment to offer to the North and the South as a her own glorious history—a true, brave, and man and the habitation of Constitutional liberty defil
That is clear and explicit. Everybody can
basis of reconciliation and peace.
ed, then I trust that the Commonwealth ofKea-.
It seems to me, sir, that the causes of our Constitution of future peace and security. Ac
ly course.
the States of this Union—of the non-slaveholdtucky will gather up these priceless principles*
present difficulties are to be found in the radical cordingly, upon the motion of a Senator from understand it. By constitutional provision in ing States—have in the midst of convulsions
Now, Mr. Speaker, as far as tbe Northern
Then
comes
upon
us
immediately,
instantly,
differences which exist among the people in re Kentucky, a^committee of thirteen Senators was all the territory north of a given line, slavery that ought to have moved every patriot to some States are concerned, we must pass by all the the question of emancipation. Tbe South is cut and with them her household gods, and that.sho,
gard to the character of the Common Govern raised to consider and agree upon some plan of shall be prohibited. Clear, simple, broad, unmis. prompt effort for tbe pacification of his country men in public life, in any form, and go to the in half, then, and there are nineteen non-slave will bear them to a sanctuary where th y will bo,
ment. The dominant party in this country hold adjustment. That committee was composed of takable language. By the same resolution, in —they have voted down every proposition which States themselves. You have tried, first to pave, holding States to six or seven slaveholding States protected by Constitutional laws, hoi.estly ad-,
in theory, and carry out in practice, the idea that the ablest men in the Senate of the United States, all the territory south of a certain line, involun came from the Nortn or from the South—every then to restore, the Federal Government through —the government practically adrainisted with ministered, by a pure public faith, against tho,
the Common Government is a government made representing all parts of the Confederacy, and all tary servitude shall be recognized as existing, proposition, I say, that looked at all like a broad the medium of General action. You can not do out Constitutional limitations, in a spirit of au- combined influence of fanaticism, hypocrisy and
by the whole people in the aggregate and as a parties in the Confederacy. Both of the Senai and shall be protected. Equally clear with the and comprehensive settlement of this question. it. You have to fall back upon the States. You tielavery fanaticism; for what loyal Northern perfidy.
Mr. Speaker, I return to the Gener : Assem
unit. They tail or refuse to recognize the prom’ ators from Kentuoky were members of that com other measure, just and reciprocal.
voted down the resolutions of the Senator must undertake to restore the Government by man could stand up in the North, when half of bly mv most sincere and profound acknowledgeLet us see the language of the Peace Confer They
inent and distinctive existence of the several mittee—one because he was the author of the
State action- You must appeal to tbe Slates of the South was goue, in defense of the Constitu
from
Kentucky,
and
they
voted
down
the
resolu
ments for the honor they have conre.rzd upon
States as parties to the Federal compact. Hence resolution, and from his general merits; the other ence resolutions upon the same subject:
of the eminent and patriotic Senator from tbe North. So far as they are concerned, what tional rights ot so poor a fragment as would re me. which I have repaid as best I couii, by a
In all of the present Territory of the United tions
is tbe prospect ? It seems to me to depend upon main ? Y\ e would fall beneath the aggressive
they speak continually of the people, and of gov because of his prominent connection with certain
Pennsylvania,
Mr.
Bigler.
They
voted
down
the
ernment by the people. They say, are you not measures of adjustment, and from his distin States north of the parallel of 36° 36z north lat. resolutions of Mr. Douglas, and they voted down the question, whether the moral fanatical element power of an overwhelming party. It would be simple, unpretending, truthful exposition, af pub-,
willing that the majority shall rule? What ob guished public services. That committee was in itude, involuntary servitude, except as punish the Border State resolutions even, which, I think, —lust for dominion—so strongly prevails as to come instantly a question of emancipation in lie affairs. Thanking you for your attention, I.
jection have you to the expression of the will of session ten or twelve days. They reported to the ment of crime, shall be prohibited. In all the they might have accepted, for there was less in make the question incapable of being settled Kentucky. A powerful party would rise here will trespass upon your time no longer.
the majority—no matter in what form that ma Senate that they had been able to agree on no present Territories south of that line the status them for any body to be dissatisfied with than in upon a political basis. If this element does pre for the purpose of carrying forward such a move
jority shall determine, or in what manner the will single proposition. The picked men of the Uniou of persons held to involuntary servitude or labor any thing I ever saw or thought of. Then they vail so strongly, then, indeed, all hope is gone. ment. Mr. Speaker, it would suceeed. Jt is
Stamp Orators at Washington.
of that majority is ascertained? It is a sufficient —the representatives ot the States—selected ou as it now exists, shall not be changed, nor shall voted down the peace propositions, but presented If it does not prevail, then. I maintain, that the horrible to contemplate, and nothing Ies3 than
A Washington correspondent crowds consid*
answer to your objection, say they, thnt this is a of a select body, and set apart to confer in wis acv law be passed by Congress or the Territorial as their ultimatum tbe resolution of the late right political basis can be had. If it can be decision and courage will prevent us from see
people's government, and you must bow to the dom and patriotism, after two week’s continued Legislature to hinder or prevent the taking of Senator from New York, now Secretary of State. settled upon that basis at all, it can be settled ing these specters in the future as powerful real arable human nature in the following:
will of the people, or the majority of the people. effort, they reported that they had heen able to such persons in the States of this Union to said Gentlemen, we won’t abolish slaverv in the states upon the right political basis—at least it can be ities A party in Kentucky will be raised to put
The worst disappointed men who pome to.
In all this, sir, the existence of these States is agree on no single proposition. About the time Territory, nor impair any rights arising from said where it exists; we won’t abolish it by Congress, settled upon a basis so much ’ess than the full in practice the workings of emancipation, wheth Washington are the little town and ward politi
relation,
but
the
same
shall
be
subject
to
the
ju

measure
of
right
as
has
been
proposed
to
them
ignored. The eminent gentleman, now the Pres that committee was raised, the honored Senator
and the Constitution shall not be so amended as
er with or without comnen’ation, I can net say; cians. who, having “stumped” their own localiident of the United States, declared upon a re from Kentucky introduced what are known as dicial cognizance of the Federal Courts, accord that Congress shall, be authorized to abolish sla by Kentucky berself.
if with compensation, it will probably be a mere ties, fancy the whole world, including Mr. Lin
ing
to
the
course
of
tbe
common
law.
cent occasion in a public address, substantially, the Crittenden Resolutions. They were referred
coln, must be fullv satisfied that, but for each of’
We cannot settle the question, Mr. Speaker, ■ uominal matter. But there is even a high
very in these States. JTearly four months of elo
That is clear and explicit, and unmistakable quent and patriotic appeal by many Senators by passionate and intemperate language. We question than that of pecuniary interest involved. these, the Republican party would have been de
that the States hold the same relation to the com to that committee. You all know what they
mon Government that the counties of a State were. The country is familiar with them. Nearly as the kindred language in Senator Crittenden’s. and Representatives—four months of effort in can not settle the questions by refusing to rec I have said that the Southern States will not al funct. These gentlemen experi«nce much mor
hold to the Slate itself. Accordingly they are all of them are regarded as simply declaratory
It is stated in the report made to the Govern the presence of crumbling States—and at the ognize great facts that, stare the world in the low the slaves to be carried there, and the North tification when presented to the President, in
prone to attompt to administer Federal affairs of the rights guaranteed by the existing Consti ment of Kentucky that the only substantial dif end of it all, the ultimatum which has been offer face. We cannot eettle it by denouncing tbe will not allow them to carried into their midst. finding that he fails to recognize them. Ono,
Aside, then, from tbe question of property. of them, on being presented last week, gave b’a
between the States, precisely as the Legislature tution. The provisions they contain in regard ference between the two sections is that the sec ed by the dominant party to the wronged section citizens of these Confederate States as traitors
Of a State will administer the affairs to each to slavery io the District of Columbia, the Inter- tion of the Peace Conference does not provide is, we will agree to say that we will not amend and outlaws. We cannot settle the question by you will have a quarter of a million of slaves,, name aud residence to tbe party introducing
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Hon,

Breckinridge,

him, which were repeated to Mr. Li
who
U»ok cm bv the hand and pansed him gently
s’ong to make room for the next one. Our
Stump orator was not satisfied with the introduc
tion, and managed to undergo a second turn of
the wheel, hut with the same result as at first.—
1 ha crowd present, seeing a chance for fun. per1
suaded him to make a third attempt, which re
sulted in a similar non'recognition. A Iter this
failure, he indignantly declared he ‘'didn’t be
lieve the President knew who he was,” and tun 
ing round, to .k one glance at Mr. Lincoln, at a
distance, and remarked that‘‘the mau who didn't
know who elected him President could not know
much.”

DENOUNCING MAJOR ANDERSON.

and we had eaten our last biscuit two days be tlemen. If we do not meet again here, I hope ington to-morrow morning, to aid in protecting oomings, and trusting with Him the destinies of
fore. The men had to lay on the ground with we shall meet in abetter world.”
the Federal Capital, aud the following companies our country, forget all but the pressing duty, cast
The New York Courier and Enquirer (Webb’B
wet handkerchiefs on their faces to prevent
Just before the demand for the evacuation, he have been accepted:
aside the distinctions that have been the basis of
The
news
received
on
Saturday
was
of
the
rmotheiing,
and
a
favorable
eddy
of
wind
was
received a letter from his wife, informing him of
paper,) has a long editorial, bitterly denouncing
transient differences, and demonstrate to the
Lancaster
Guards,
Montgomery
Guards.
world that we are worthy sons of great ances
M ajor Anderson, and accusing him of treachery most alarming character, and calculated to warm all that save! our lives. The cartridge bags the Herald reports, that the demand woula be
Lafayette
do.
gave out and five men were employed to matiu made. He was much surprised, but more so
Steubenville do.
tors, fit to be entrusted with the liberties we in
and sympathy with the Southern Confederacy.— the blood of every man who 13 willing to stand facture them out of our shirts, blankets, sheets, when the fact was verified three minutes afterRover
do.
Portsmouth
do.
herit.
W. DENNISON.
Zouaves.
Amongst other charges, Webb states that when by his country, and defend his home.
Ac. It will take half a million dollars to repair; ward
Zouaves, Springfield.
Cleveland
Grays.
War
in
Baltimore.
State Feneibles.
Fort Sumter. Most of their shots were aimed at
the Star of the 'Fcifwas fired into, Capt. Double(II.)
Hibernia Guards.
The Pennsylvania volunteers to the number of the flag. The following is the conversation be
Hamilton Guards.
Executive Department, I.}
day insisted upon opening the batteries of Fort
Zanesville
do
WAE1W
AE
1
Columbus Vedettes.
Columbus. April 15, 1861.
Sumter upon the rebels, but that Maj. Anderson several hundred, while on their way to Washing- tween Maj. Anderson and Wigfall. The latter
Lack company numbering 75 men, amounting
said Gen. Beauregard wishes to 6top this, sir.
The President ol the United States has, by his
in
all
to
1075.
would not give his consent to do so, on the plea ington, were attacked in passing through Balti
Anderson only r eplied “Very well.”
What the South is lloang:
proclamation of the date of the 14th inst., called
Cinci nnatt, April 16.
'.hat he wotiftd/to/yire until Fort Sumter was fired more, by a mob of Secessionists. Paving stones
M igfall—Lou have done all that can be done
upon the militia of the several States of the
The citizens’meeting last night was an im Union, to the Aggregate number of 75,000, to
upon. The Courier further charges Maj. Ander were torn up and showered upon the heads of and Gen. Beauregard wishes to know upon what
Gen. Beauregard, it is announced, has gone
«S^>«!»3«a;'?!HMaBS«Si5»?*RSSE^ESafs.%s33;awa!SK®ssBExa
mense affair. Men of all parties participated,
certain combinations in several ot the
son with “ imbecility,” because, in his reply to the volunteers, killing some, and wounding large terms you will evacuate the fort.
to Pensacola, to “reduce” Fort Pickens.
one feeling was manifested and that to sustain I suppress
Anderson — Gen. Beauregard is already ac
which are too powerful to be sppressed in
“
President
”
Davis
will
vacate
his
seat
at
Mont

Gen. Beauregard, demanding the surrender of numbers. The volunteers, fired on the mob, quainted
the siafs and stripes at all hazards. Great ac States,
with the terms.
ordinary way, and so enable him to execute
prevails among the military and all the the
Fort Sumter, that he would not surrender until killing and wounding a great many. The Mayor
the laws.
Wigfall—Do J understand you will evacuate gomery, to Vice President Stephens, and will tivity
companies
are
fast
filling
their
ranks.
The
and
Police
endeavored
to
stop
the
proceedings
on the terms proposed.
he was starved out, which would be in a few days,
take his position at the head c-f the army. His
He earnestly appeals to all loyal citizens to fa
Home Guard for the defense of the city will con cilitate and aid his efforts to maintain the laws,
Anderso i—Yes and only on those.
head quarters will bfe f.t Richinond.
thus acquainting the enemy with his defenceless of the mob, but it was all in vain- The mob
sist
of
10,00{J
men
Stiff
is
fast
filling
up.
the integrity of the National Union, and the per
Wiofall then retired. A few minutes after
Gen. Pillow guarantees to raise 1 0,000 men in
This, the Courier thinks, “ denoted ripped up the railroad track that goes through
The merchants have stopped shipping goods petuity of popular governments, and to redress
• SIS A P5BCMAS WHOM THE THl'Tn MAKES FREE. condition.
Col. Chesnut and others came from Gen. Beau'
the city and swore that no Northern soldiers regatd, asking if Anderson wanted any help, sta 20 days, if Ptesident Davis will accept of them to the South,
treachery.”
wrongs that have long been endured.
,
Cincinnati, April 17.
MOUNT VteRNON, OHIO:
I have assured the President that the people
It is a very easy matter for amateur military should passthrough Baltimore alive! The tram ting that Wigfall had not seen Beauregard for and there is no doubt but that he will.
The
City
Council
to-night
passed
a
resolution
of Ohio Will promptly respond to his call, and will
Hon. A. H. Stephens, in Atlanta, Ga., said
TUESDAY MORNING.................... APRIL 23, 1861 gentlemen like General James Watson Webb in attempting to start to Washington with the two days and had no authority for his demand
tendering
to
the
Governor
$250,000
in
cash,
from
tbe largest number c-t the required force
Anderson, to which the Major replied: “Then that it would require 75 tiihes 75,000 men to in
who take good care to stay out of harm’s way' volunteers, was assailed, and the cars threatened on
the sinking fund, and appointed a Committee to
he wj]j receive.
we’ve been sold, we will raise our flag again.”—
to villify a gallant aud heroic officer like Major with destruction, when the Mayor ordered it back But they requested him to keep it down till com timidate the Confederate States, aud then it could tender the money to the Governor. Ihe Cora- This I have done because of my
myknowledge
knowledgeofof
mittee left for Columbus to night.
your loyalty to the Union, and your devotion to
Anderson. Such scoundrels as Webb and Gree. into the depot The stores of the city were all munication was had with Beauregard. The fir not be done.
Marion, April 17.
the free institutions transmitted to us by our
Of the 32,000 troops called out on the 1 Gth,
ley are ever ready to get country into difficulty, closed, and the greatest panic and consternation ing then ceased and three hours afier another
There wa's art enthusiastic Union meeting here fathers.
deputation catne, agreeing to the terms previous 5 000 are from each State except Florida, the
but they do nothing towards getting it out again prevailed.
last night. Speeches by men of all parties.—
The people of Ohio, while ever ready to ex
ly decided upon.
Virginia Seceded.
There, is hut one sentiment—the Union must be tend to their brethren of the other States all their
On Sunday morning the sleanipr Isabel came number from that State being 2.000.
maintained and the laWs enforced. Volunteer just rights and the full benefit of all Constitu
The Virginia Convention on Friday passed the down and anchored off the fort, when all the bag
Montgomery, April 17.
DOUGLAS—GASS—BUCHANAN.
tional guaianteeS, will spare neither men nor
Ordinance o1’ Secession, hy a large majority.— gage was put on the steamer Clinch. The troops
A gentleman of this city has taken $125,000 ing going on briskly.
Dayton, April 17.
means for the preservation of the Union and the
All of these distinguished Democrats have This news was received all over the South with were under arms. A portion were told to salute of the Confederate loan at par and paid the
The Dayton Light Guards. Capt. Pease, and defense of the National honor.
amount in gold.
the
flag,
and
when
the
last
of
the
fifty
guns
weie
great
rejoicing.
The
lives
of
those
who
voted
announced their determination to stand by their
Now. by virtue of mt office, as Governor of
There will be from 75,000 to 100,000 men in the Montgomery Guards, Capt. Hughes, left for
fired, the flag was lowered amid loud and hearty
Columbus this evening. There were 230 men the State of Ohio. I call upon you to organize
Government, its Constitution aud Laws, in the against secession were theatened.
cheers of the men. who then ‘ormed and embark the field in less than 30 days
Harper’s Ferry Arsenal Destroyed.
The Government is likely to get large amounts in the two c< mpanies. The Lafayette Guards. yourselves into companies and notify me thereof.
present fearful crisis.
ed to the tune of Yankee Doodle.
Capt. Diater, will leave to-night. Capt. Childs General orders will be issued from the proper
of
money from the European t-.hip builders.
The
Government
having
received
information
I
wo
men
were
killed
on
the
second
round
of
Mr. Douglas called upon the President a few
is filling up a rifle company, which will leave department, informing you of all the details re
W
ilmington
.
Del.,
April
17.
salute
by
the
premature
explosion
of
ft
gun,
and
daws ago, and remarked that without saying a that a detachment of the Soutbean army was on
The secessionists are overawed by the preva here to-morrow. The military fever is very high lating to the organization anc mustering iuto ser
four were wounded, one badly, and left at Char
word about past or future political differences, its way to Harper’s Ferry to capture the U. S. leston.
lent Union sentiment. They had planned the here. Conductor Martin went with the Dayton vice.
“The requisition upon Ohio is for thirteen (13)
he was ready to support the Executive and up Arsenal ther? and seize the guns, orders were is
Both Major Anderson and his command show seizure of Fort Delaware, which was taken pos Light Guards, carrying the stars and stripes.
Akron, O., April 17.
reirtments for immediate service.
_ ,. . ,
session of by the Government, which defeated
hold the Government in the enforcement of the sued to burn it down and abandon it, which was the care-worn effects of their gallant siege.
300 good men can be enrolled here for service
\Var is now waned against your Government
The following is Major Andcrsou's dispatch the project.
was accordingly done, by the regular troops who
laws.
in a day. The excitement is high, but men are by the insurgent States of the South. Actual
Montgomery, April 17.
to the Secretary of War:
Gen. Casa, it is reported, is taking a lively in had it in charge.
The Cabinet has bad a long session to-day.— in earnest. The Union flag flies on all public hostilities have commenced. Armed resistance
Sir—Having defended Fort Sumter 34 hours,
The Daly of Patriots—Tlic Daty terest in the military movements in Detroit, and
Jeff. Davis Marching on Washington.
has been succe3‘ful!y made by the rebels of South
until quarters were entirely burned, main gates A proclamation will be issued to-morrow, calling buildings.
Hamilton, O., April 17.
Carolina, to the efforts of the Government to fur
of Democrats!
Information was received on Friday that Jeff. destroyed by fire, the gorge wall seriously injur 150,000 more troops into the field.
has contributed libera,ly towards meeting the
Gen. Garrison accompanies one company con- nish supplies to the famishing garrison of Fort
Pensacola status unchanged. Fifty thousand
ed,
magazine
surrounded
by
flames
and
its
doors
Davis,
at
the
head
of
the
Confederate
Army,
was
expenses of the volunteers.
closed from the effects of heat, four barrels and volunteers from Kentucky and Tennessee have tainin? 75 men to-night as far as Columbus.— Sumter. The national flag has been insulted,
The most dreadful calamity that ever befel a
Four or five companies will be ready to march «Dd the safety of the National Capital is threat
Ex President Buchanan exhibits intense in coming North, and was within 24 hours march three cartridges of powder only being available, been offered the Confederated States.
Christian people—Civil Win—now reigns in our
ened. Your patriotism points to you the path of
Tenders have been made for letters of marque within 48 hours.
terest in the news from the South and partici of Washington. His purpose was to shell the and no provisions but potk lemaining, I accept
midst 1 The Union has been dissolved, and the
Samuel Hull, Esq'., offers $30,000 if necessary dutv in this crisis. You need no appeal from
pates in the expression of a determination to city 1 The Clerks in all the Departments have ed terms of evacuation offered by Gen. Beaure. and reprisal.
North and South are now about to settle their
Jeff’. Davis has issued a proclamation inviting to sustain the stars aud stripes. John \V. Sohn me to testify your loyalty to the General Govern
formed into companies to defend the public build gard, being the same offered by him on the 11th
sustain the Government.
privateers to make war on Northern commerce and other prominent citizens will contribute lib ment. The Constitution must be maintained ;
grievances by a conflict of arms.
ings. A company of Kansas volunteers took up inst., prior to the commencement of hostilities, with letters ot marque and reprisal. He speaks erally.
the Union must be preserved; and the laws must
and marched out of the Fort Sunday afternoon,
As to the causes that brought about this terri
Mari'etta, O., April 17.
their quarters in the East Room of the Presi the 14th inst., with colors flying, drums beating, of the wrongs of the past and those now threat
be enforced.
VV. DENNISON.'
Gov.
Hicks
for
the
Union.
ble state of affairs, every man in the country has
The Union sentiment he?c is intense. The
dent's House.
bringing away company and private property, ened by those whose enmity is more implacable
Gov.
Hicks
of
Maryland,
as
we
learn
by
a
dis

no doubt formed an opinion ; and although those
because unprovoked, and concludes by saying largest meeting ever held in Marietta is now in
and saluting iny flag with 50 guns.
Norfolk and Portsmouth.
that under the blessings of Divine Providence Marietta is now in progress. The Volunteer
opinions may widely differ, yet all good men have patch from Baltimore, was waited upon on Tues
(Signed)
R
obert Anderson,
The Secessionists at Norfolk and Portsmouih,
ready and
we may hope for a speedy, just and honorable ComOatoy is full and thousands
Major 1st Artillery.
been anxious that our difficulties might be settled day night last, at his hotel by a company of the
are no-w making propositions to for.m companies!
Va., having obstructed the channel, so as to pre
peace.
Governor
’
s
Guard,
who
informed
him
that
they
peaceably and honorably, in a spirit of mutual
BOMBARDMENT OF FORT SUMTER!
of Home Guards.
Memphis, April 17.
vent the ingress aud egress of vessels, Capt. Bombardment of Ft. Sumter!
Cot.UMBUs. Anril 18
8Onces3ion and compromise—by ballots and not had come to sing the “Star Spangled Banner”
The Memphis and Ohio Railroad offers to
Panlergrast
gave
them
notice
that
unless
the
oh
with him. The Governor expressed pleasure at
The hill nppropriat-ng $1.000 000 for support '; THE FORT ON FIRE F
transport troops and munitions free.
by bullets.
INTERESTING PARTICULARS.
structiona were removed he would level both
The Council has appointed a Military Board of the Government has passed both Houses of
To this end the Border States, that have thus the vis t t'i I s tiff ha was t > > h > irso to joi i them
the Legislature unanimously.
place. His demand was instantly complied with.
NQBOOY S£ I E E E »!
We items given below are clipped from the dis and appropriated §50,000 to defend the city.
far been true to the Union, offered the Olive but he would tell them that he was still under
CbEVELAWfr, .April 18.
Union
flags
ou
steamers
have
been
hauled
Cincinnati
to
be
Attacked.
patches to the New York papers, from Charles down and the citizens are arming and volun
Ten thousand people turned out to-tf*-' to es
Branch of Peace, but the ultra Repablb ans of the stars and stripes. The "Star Spangled Ban
1 TOO volunteers from Ohio arrived at Pitts
cort the Cleveland Grays, who left for the N»n- AN&ERSON A PRISONER!
teering.
the North and the crazy fire-eaters of the bouth ner” was then sung. The Governor thanked the burgh, on Friday evening, en route for Washing- ton. They will be found full of interest:
dezvous at Columbus.
*
Charleston. April 17.
During the confl igration, General Beaurerejected all overtures for a peaceable solution of visitors for the courtesy and said he hoped the ington. Gov. Dennison telegraphed them to re
StfOO WOTS FK31ED!
Gov. Ellis tel?graphed here he hail taken the
gaad sent a boat to Mi-jur Anderson, with offers'
song
would
be
song
on
ail
fitting
occasions
for

our national troubles—both appearing alike in
main until further orders, in consequence of a of assistance, the bearers being Colonels W. P. Forts in North Carolina
ever.
The.
Union
must
be
preserved.
different whether the Union should stand or fall,
Memphis, April 17.
Miles, end Roger Pryor, of Virginia, aud Lee.—
FORT SVAITFR SURRENDERED
A voice—“Governor, you have done your du rumored attack on Cincinnati by secessionists.
Saunders declines the Post Mastership. A
But before it reached him a flog of truce had
ortho country be drenched with fraternal blood
-------------- -------------------ty, so far.”
been raised. Another bout then put iff. con Committee of Satety appointed. Resistance feel
Ships of
not Engaged!!
But the time for di cus i g the.-e questions has
taining Ex-Governor Manning, Major D. R ing unanimous. Casting cannon.
Governor—‘ Yes, aud I intend to keep doing
passed by; and to our mind there is but one path
Louisville, April 17.
Jones and Colonel Charles Allston, io arrange
'OMUAHDM rtNT ’
Extra mreting of the City Council this even An Extra Session of Congress call DESCRIPTION OV Tin
the terms of surrender, which were the same as
of duty now pointed out to every Patriot and
Voices—“We’ll stand by you.”
ed
on
(lie
Fourth
of
July!
ing
appropriated
§50,000
to
arm
the
city.
those
offered
on
the
11th
inst.
These
were
of
Democrat, and that is to STAND BY THE
Baltimore in the hands of the Se ficial. They stated that all proper facilities Ii is rumored that a steamer with Government
Muth enthusiasm was manifested.
ALARM AT CUARLE^K
GOVERNMENT. In this present difficulty the
cessionists !
would be afforded for the removal of Maj -r An arms is en route from St. Lo-iis to Newport, Ky. By the president of the Uaaipersonality of Mr. Lincoln and his party, is en
She
is
likely
to
be
stopped
on
her
trip.
derson and h-s command, together with tne com
letl Stales.
St. Louts April 17.
Charleston, April 12.
tirely lost to our view—we care nothing about SPEECH OF HON. J C- BRECKINRIDGE. Troops from the North prevented pany arms and property. and nil privat- proper
The S ate Journal publishes the following re
Ihe bombardment couuuues from the floating
ty. to any p- st in the United Slates he might se
them. They are but bubbles fl tating upon the
from
passing
through
to
Wash

A PROCLAMATION,
Stevens’ aud oilier batteries. Sumter continues
We print on the first page of this week's Ban
lect. The terms were not, therefore, uncord" ply from Governor Jackson to Secretary Caine
tide &: time. We go for Our Country, right *or
returning ihe fire.
ington—-Ail communication with tiorial.
roti:
ner, the speech of the H to. John C. Breckinridge,
wrong] we are for standing by the Constitution,
Executive Department, Mo., 1
It is reported lhat three war vessels are now
Whereas, The laws of the United States have
Major Andeison stated that ho surrendered
the
South
cut
off!
lute Vice President c-f the United States, which
Jeefeiison City April 17. j
h s sword to General Beauregard as the repre
bem tor some time past, and ure now apposed off tlie bar.
and executing the laws at ev-ry haz ;rd.
was delivered before the Kentucky Legislature
Sir:—-Your dispatch' of the lam inst,, making and the execution thereof obstructed :u ihe
seniative of 'he C -nl derate Government
Gen
Later. — tiring has ceased for the night to be
The following startling intelligence Was receiv era' Bio uregnrd said he won d not icceive it a call on Missouri far four regiments of niert for Siates of South Carolina, Georgia. Alabama. renewed early in the morning.
The question is not whether Mr Lincoln and on the 2d inst , to which we invite the careful pur
the Republican party shall stand or fall; but usal of all our readers.
Ample arrangements are made to prevent any
ed on Sun-lay by telegraph :
from so brave a mil), He says Major Anderson immediate service, has been received. There Florida. Misossippi, Lou:s(aua, and T< xa.s! by
a staunch fight, ami emvated himself in can he, I apprehend, no doubt but these men are combinations too powerful to be suppressed by roKitnrCemeni tu*mght.
whether our Government shall be subverted by
The embarrassing positio occupied by KenBaltimore is in the hands of the Secessionists made
A special to the Herald says two were wouo;
the esiiniatn ii if everv true Carolinian. Du intended to form a part of the President’s armv the ordinary course of judicial proceedings, or
traitors
lucky, at ibis time, as one »f the Border Slave The Governor of Maryland and the Mayor o* ring the fire, when M j >r Aiide-rSon's flag staff to make war upon the poople of the seceded by the powers vested in .ho marshals by law;
ded ou Sullivan's Island, aud a numuer struck
These are oar sentiments, and we don’t care States, gives peculiar tuter« t to whatevi r mat
‘
Now, therefore, I, Abraham Lincoln, Presi with spent projectiles
was shot away, a boat put off from Morris Island, States. Your requisition, in my judgment, is il
whether they ara liked or disliked. We are for be said by the Ex-Vice Prf ident. M>- B.. like Baltimore have informed the President that no carrying another American flag for him to fight legal, unconstitutional, and revolutionary—in its dent of the Uniied S ales, in virtue of the pow
Vhitee ships are visible in ihe uffj-eTg''.
L ii believ-d an atte opt w-Liv^O’e made to-night
more troops can pass through Baltimore, without under—a noteworthy instance of the honor and object, inhuman and diabolical, and cannot be er in tne vested hy the Constitution and the laws
Peace, for Concession, for Compromise; but it •he great tna:
t the g ii! nit sms i f Kentuck
chivalry of the South Carolina secedem, and complied with. Not one man will the State of have thought fit to call forth, ami hereby do call io reinforce Fort Sumo-jr-.
we cannot have these without bloodshed, wo say is tor the Un
fighting
their
way
;
and
the
President
has
sent
, but at the same nine he is opFrom the rei»n>4/!iy of the firing it is thought
their admiration of a brave man.
Missouri furnish to carry on such an unholy cru forth, the militia of the several States of tlie
’ben to every friend of the Government;
posed to coercive measures, such a8 will have word back that no more troops will pass through
The scene in the city after the raising of the sade.
Un on, to ihe aggregate number of seventy-fiVe Ander&ou ha><i larger force than was supposed;
“ Strike, till the la=t armed foe expires ;
(Signed)
C.F. Jacks >N,
thousand, in order to stipp ess the said combina It raiuejc io-uay.
the inevitable tendency of driving the 3order Baltimore, provided they are allowed to pass dig of truce and the surrender is indescribable;
Strike, for your altars and your fires ;
the people were perfectly wild. Men on horse
Governor of Missouri.
S'ffVu Later —Bombarding is continuing
tions, aud to cause the laws to be duly executed.
States
out
of
the
old
Union
into
the
Southern
Strike, for the green graves of your sires ;
around unmolested.
New Orleans, April 17.
back rode through the streets proclaiming the
with-mortars, and is to be kept up ail night. It
I
he
details
for
this
object
will
be
iinmediat-ly
God and your native land."
Confederacy. He gives a history of the various
On Sunday last the Star of the West was still communicated to ihe ibate authorities through is supposed Anderson is resting his men for tha
news, amid the greatest enthusiasm. On the ar
Communication with Washington cut oft'.
Compromise measures proposed by distinguished
rival of the officers from the fort they were < ff Indianola. The Empire and Mohawk left on the War Department.
night. Vessels cannot get in', a storm is raging
Wires South of Washington all cut. No news marched through the streets, followed by an im Friday evening with troops. Their destination
ATTACK UPON FORT PICKENS.
I appeal to all loyal citizens to favor, facili aud the sea is tough, making it impossible for
citizens of Kentucky. Virginia and other States,
is
unknown.
Six
companies
of
U.
S.
troops,
un

mense crowd, hurrahing, shouting, and yelling
tate, ami aid this effort to maintain the honor, reinforcement tc-uight.
and still hopes that some measures of adjustment since the 19th.
It is believed that within a few days an attack
with excitement. The soldiers on Morris Island der Major Smith and Sibley »re at Green Lake, the integrity, and the existence of our National
The floating battery works well.
will be adopted that will restore peace and barThe telegraph lines between Philadelphia and jumped on the guns every shot they received neftr Indianola, waiting for more companies from Union, ami the perpetuity of the popular Gov
Charleston, April 13.
will ba made upon Fort Picdens, in Florida, by
rnonv to the country.
from Fort Sumter while thus disabled, and gave the upper frontier.
ernment, and to redress the wrongs already long
The Cannonading is going on fiercely from alt
the Southern army. Gen. Beauregard has been
Washington have t een cut.
Maj. Rhett has resigned atid offered his ser enough endured.
points, from the vessels outside and all along our
three cheers for Maj. Anderson and groans for
We believe that if the Republican paity had
ordered to Pensacola to commence operations
The residence of Gen. C idwallader at Magno i he fleet.
vices to the Southern Confederacy.
I deem it proper to say that the first service coast. It is reported lhat Fort Sumter is on fire.
agreed to the adoption of the Crittenden Com
LoOisville. April 16.
forthwith, but we apprehend that he will find it
assigned to the fotces hereby called fofth will
CSarlest.n, April 13—10:30 A. M.
Col. Lucas, of the Governor's staff, has just
lia, Delaware, wos burned by the Union men on
At intervals ot 20 minutes tiring was kept Up
A large and enthusiastic meeting of thftse op j probably be to repossess the forts, places, and
returned from Fort Sumter, and says Major An
not so easy a matter to reduce that fortifi -ation promise, not only would every Border Slave State
Major Anderson
have remained in the Union, but those that have Saturday.
derson told him he had pleasanter recollections posed to Mr. Lincoln’s war poiic-y, was held to property, which have been seized from the Union, all night on Fort Sumter.
p.3 it was to destroy Fort Sumter. Fort Pickens
of Fort Moultrie than Fort Sumter. Onlv five night. About 3000 msn were present. Resolu and, in every event, the utmost care will he ob ceased firing from Fort Sumter at 6 o’clock iu
S
ceded
would
have
eventually
returned
to
their
The
R.
R.
bridges
between
Philadelphia
and
has recently been reinforced by men and provi served consistently with the objects af>resaid. the evening. All night he was engaged in re
men were wounded, one seriously. The flames tions Were Unanimously adopted.
allegiance to the General Government.
ions, and is now in a good condition to stand a
Baltimore are guarded by the military.
Montgomery. April 17.
to avoid any devastation, any destruction of or pairing damages and protecting the barbette
have destroyed everything. Both officers and
Charleston has taken §2,000,000 of the loan interference with property, or any disturbance ofi guns He commenced to return the fire at 7
long siege.
The Scoot Life Guards of New York, number soldiers were obliged to lay on their faces in the
o’clock this morning.
THE WAR STEAMERS.
at par; §1 200.000 was paid in cash' New Or peaceful citizens in any part of the country.
casements to prevent suffocation.
We sea it stated that Mij. Slemmer has been
Fort Sumter seems to be gfeatlj* disabled.—
ing 1000, have proceeded to Gvernor’s island.—
And I hereby command the persons compos
Major Anderson expresses himself much plea leans took §2,700,000 at par, and the people
relieved from duty at Fort Picketts, on account
When Mr. Lincoln announced his determina The Government has purchased the steamers sed that no lives had been sacrificed, and savs have not done subscribing at either placo. Mo ing the combinations aforesaid to disperse and The battery ou Cummins’ Point does the Fort
of a lack of confidence by the Administration in tion to reinforce Fort Sumter “at every hazard,’
that to Providence alone is to be attributed the bile took §300,000, all taken by small bidders. retire peaceably to their respective abodes, with- great damage
At 9 o’clock this morning a dense smoke
in twenty days from this date.
pis patriotism. We hope this rumor may prove several vessels of War were despatched forthwith’ Columbia, James Adgers, and Marion Sailed on hloodless victory. He compliments the firing Capitalists hold off till to-morrow,
Richmond, April 18.
Deeming that the present condition of public poured out from Fort Sumter. The Federal flag
«>ironeous. We would be sorry to think that a filled w'th men and provisions. These vessels Sunday morning. The 89th Regiment ordered of the Carolinians, and the large number of ex
Gov. Letcher has issued a proclamation, da affairs presents an extraordinary occasion, I do is at hall mast signalling distress.
ploded shells lying around attests their effect
man lise Slammer would be false to the flag of arrived iff the harbor of Charleston, but never to march on Tuesday morning.
The shells from Fort Moultrie and the batter
iveness. The number of soldiers in the fort was ted April 17th, recognizing the independence of hereby, in virtue of the power iu me vested by
his country. He is a native of Pennsylvania, attempted to enter to relieve Maj. Anderson, al
Steamer L. C. Waters seized with large quan about seventy, besides twenty-five workmen, who the Confederate States. He says the President the Constitution, convene both houses of Con ies on Morris Island fall into Major Anderson’s
assisted at the guns. His stock of provisions has no right to call an extraordinary force against gress. The Senators and Representatives are stronghold thick and fast, and they can be seenthe gon of an old Democratic editor, and has al though they were almost within gun’s reach of
tity arms shipped at Hartford, Conn, for South. was almost exhausted, however. He would have a foreign power, and believes the improper exer therefore summoned to assemble at their respec in their course from the Charleston battery.
ways been as true as steel
him, when i. was well known that he had but few
Charleston, April 13.
ciseof force against the people should be repel tive chambers at 12 o'clock noon on Thursday,
been straved out in two more days.
men and no proiisions. to contend against a large
Two of Major Anderson’s magazines exploded.
The public feeling against the fleet is very led.
the 4th of July i.ext, then and there to consider
Arrival
of
Major
Anderson
THE OTHER SIDE.
He orders all militia to hold themselves in and detei mine such measures as, in their wis Only occasional shots are fired at him from Fort
arm y, and scores of batteries, which were hailing
strong, it being regarded as cowardly to make
IN NEW YORK.
uot even an attempt to aid a fellow officer. Had readiness for immediate service.
dam, the public safety and interest may seem to Moultrie. The Morris Island battery is doing
shot and steel around him thick and fast.
The despatches from C! arlegtoo, which wp
Nashville, April 18;
heavy work. It is thought that only the sinallet
the surrender not taken place. Fort Sumter
demand.
It
is
now
attempted
to
apologize
for
this
failure
Maj. Anderson landed in New York on Thurs would have been stormed tc-night. The men
Gov. Harris, in replying to Sec'y Camtron,
publish to day, relative to the bombardment o
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my magazines have exploded. The greatest excite
to reinforce Fort Sunater, on the ground that the day last, and was received by an immense crowd. are crazy fora fight. The bells have been china says Tennessee) won’t furnish a single man for hand and caused the seal of the United States to ment prevails. The "iteeples, wharves and every
Fort Sumter, it should be borne in mind, come
available place is packed with people. U. S.
war vessels were kept outside of the harbor by His carriage was surrounded by the people, who ing all day, guns firing, ladies waving handker coercion, but 50.000 if necessary for the defence be affixed.
through Secession sources, and must therefore l e
of our rights and those of our Southern brothers.
Done at the city of tVashington, this 15th day ship.s are in the offing, but have not aided Major
chiefs,
people
cheering,
and
citizens
making
storms.
How
far
this
excuse
is
well
founded
ev
expressed in cheers and other demonstrations themselves generally demonstrative. It is re
taken wiih considerable “allowance.” In a few
of April, in the year of our Lord one thousand Anderson. It is loo late uow to come over the
eight hundred and K'xtv-one, and of the indepen bar, as tbe tide is ebbing.
IWlaai the I^orth as Doing.
days Maj. Anderson, and Lis gallant little band, ery person roust judge for himself. The judg their congratulations, and ha was followed by an garded as the greatest day in ti e history of South
A later dispatch of this date says: The ships
dence of the United States the eighty fifih.
■will be in New York, and then the country will ment i f the world will be 'hat the conduct of the immense throDg through Broadway to the Bre- Carolinain the offing appear to be quietly at anchor; they
A
braham Lincoln.
It
would
be
impossible
for
us
to
find
room
for
flet
was
most
cowardly
and
contemptible.
It
it
When
Col.
Chesnut,
Aid
of
Gen.
Beauregard,
voort House. Here he joined his wife. The fol
be put in possession of the other side of the story.
have not fired a gun yet. The entire roof of the
went to offer assistance, after the fire, he says one-t nth of the despatches from the various By the President.
We see it stated that a large number of the con' said that Maj Anderson is highly iuce.ised at the lowing is a digest of
barracks at Sumter are in a vast sheet of flame.
William H, Seward. Secretary of State.
the f.ut was like an oven, and he could hardlv cities and towns in the North, announcing the
U.
3.
<
ffi
-era
for
not
coming
to
his
assi-tence,
af
LIEUT. doubleday’s statement.
Shells from Cummings Point and Fort Moultrie
federate soldiers in Fort Moultrie were killed and
breathe. Il was so hot that Major Anderson re
are bursting into and over Fort Sumter, in quick
Proclamations by the Governor.
The demand to surrender Sumter was made ceived him in one of the casemates Inquiry he. grand preparations that are being made for war.
wounded, and it. is probable that in the other for ter he bad rsised his flag half mast, as a signal
succession. The Federal flag still waves; Major
(I.)
on the 11th, and refused, not only by Anderson, ing made how many were killed, he said None.” The whole country, without respect to party, ap-’
tifications many persons were also killed. The of distress.
Anderson is onlv occupied putting out fire.—
Executive Office, Columbus, Ohio. 1
but hy the unanimous voice of his command — ‘ How many on your side?” "None” was the re pears to be aroused Large aud enthusiastic
South Carolinians will be anxious to conceal such
Every ahot on Fort Sumter now seems to tell
April 15, 1861. J
On Friday morning, at 3 o’clock, tha rebels sent sponse. “Thank God,” replied Major Anderson meetings have been held at all the leading points,
Lincoln's
Raply
to
the
Virginia
Coaunisheavily. 1 he people -are anxiously looking for
facts from the world. We hope, however, that
To the People of Ohio : —
word that fire would be opened in an hour and “there nas been a higher Power over us.” Maj
eionersYou are called upon to meet the gravest re Major Anderson to strike his flag. It is stated
at 4 o’clock fire was opened on us from every di Anderson says it is preposterous to fight such a money has been freelv offered, and men have
co lives have been lost on either side.
Washington, April 13.
rection, including a hidden battery. The fire op people. One of the officers in the fort remark readily volur-teered to put down treason and in sponsibilities, audit may be sacrifices,- to preserve from a reliable source that up to 10 o’clock to
p. S.— M<jor Anderson has arrived in New
Th8 Commissioners from Virginia had a pleas ened with a volley from 17 mortars firing ID ed that they had endeavored not. to fire on ex surrection. From present indications at least your free institutions and your national Indepen dny, no one at Moultrie was killed. 11 shot
York, See statement of Capt. Doubleday, in ant interview with President Lincoln this morn inch shells, and shot from 33 guns, mostly Col* posed individuals. "Yes,” said M J >r Anderson
dence. The attempt of vour Government to sup- from Sumter penetrated the floating battery, be
200,000 men will be in the field before the meet* pllv a beleaguered garrison with provisions ha< low the water line. The few shots fired hy Major-'
aoo’-ut-r column.
ing.
umbiads. We took breakfast, however, very lei "I gave orders not to sight men, but. to silence
been met b open war and the redaction of the Anderson early this morning Knocked the chira-'
The result was eimply a statement by the Presi surely. The command was divided into three batteries.” Both men. and officers were hegriin- ing of Congress on the 4th of July.
As our space is necessary limited we shall garrison by force of arms. Your national flag neys from the officers’ quarters at Moultrie, like
dent that he will act according to the Inaugural watches, each under direction of t wo officers.— ined with smoke and powder. The batteries
Gttn. HoU'-ton and the Texans,
tins been insul ed, and the constitutional author a whirlwind. Maj. Anderson’s only hopA liow'
Considerable doubt appears to exist in regard programme, holding public property and main After breakfast they immediately went, to their which have done the most mischief are the Dahl Confine our extracts to papers near home, shew ity of the Union, treasonably denied.
is to hold on for • id from the ships. Two ships
taining the defensive.
guns and opened fiie on Moultrie, Cummin’s gren battery, Stevens battery, and the rifled can ing what our own state is doing.
to the position of Gov. Houston of Ttjcas. As
At such an hour, ri«ing above all party names are making in toward Morris Island, with a view
The President’s reply was given in writing.— Point, and Sullivan’s Island. The Iron Battery non.
At
Mau.-ffi
-11,
that
veteran
Democrat
and
sol

and party bias, re3(ilhte to maintain the freedom to land troops and silence the batteries.
our readers have already been informed, the It will be recollected that the Commissioners of Cummin’s Point was of immense strength and
The fort, was set on fire three tim°s w:th hot
Texas Convention deposed Gov. Houston, whi re- came under instructions to respectful!, ask the most of our shots glanced off. Auderso" refused shot on Fridav, but was < xtinguished. Oi Sat. dier, Gen. McLa ughlin, raised a company last so dearly pur< based by our Fathers, and to trans * Fort Sumter is undoubtedly on.fire. The flatnesmil it unimpaired to our posterity, let the people are raging all around it. Maj. Anderson has
upon he published an address, appealing to the President to communicate to the State Coaveu- to allow the men io work the eons on the para urday it was again in fl .mes, and then beyond week in a few hours, and has gone with them to asfert theirjjpower.
thrown out a raft loaded with men, who are pas
tio the policy to be pursued in regard to the pet, on account of such a terrific fire. There e ntrol. After the fire ceased, the Surgeon Gen. Columbus.
people to sustain him against the -Secessionists. Confederate States.
Your voice will be heard. Your action will sing np buckets of water to exting&ish tbe fire.
was scarcely a room left in Moultrie inhabitable. eral of the State troops went down and offered
Gen. Fitch of Cleveland, another Democrat bring hope to the overawed and oppressed in re The fort, is scarcely discernable. The men on
Si is said that he then called upon the GovernAs an unprovoked as&ault has been made upon Several shots went through the Floa'ing Battery, his personal s rviees to aid the wounded. Aa re
the raft are now objects of fire from Morrs Isl
Stent at Washington for aid, to enable him to Fort Sumter, I shall repress it if I can and take but it was little damaged. Two guns on the Iron gards harbor defeuce, the fort, is just as good as and soldier has volunteered hi3 services, and bellious districts—will strengthen the hand and and.
With glasses halls can be peen skipping
ihe places which have been seized. I shall, to Battery were dismounted. A man was stationed ever. Ihe casemates are perfect, the guns there raised a company. An immense meetiug was animate the hearts of the loyal thousands in the
§*t down Secession, and to maintain the Union the best of my ability, repel force by force.
who cried out shot or shell when the rebels fired in prime condition, and bear on both sides.— held in Cleveland on the 1 Gih, Mayor Flint pre Border States, and will bring back peace and or1 over the water, striking tbe unprotected raft.—
Sad tee Constitution ; and it was supposed that a
If the war news prove true, I shall probably and the garrison was thus enabled to dodge.— Major Anderson was obliged to throw ovprboard
-ler to the nation', with a new assurance of the Great havoc is created among the poor fellows.
It is surmised that Maj. Anderson is gradually
portion of the fleet that recently left New York, withdraw the mails from the seceded Stales.
At first the workmen were reluctant to help work a large quantity of powder to prevent explosion, siding, when various speeches were made, and perpetuity of its priceless blessings.
I consider the forts and other property in those the guns but afterwards they served moat willing and it was floating around the fi-rt to-dav.
The General Assembly, hy acts just parsed, blowing up the fort. He scarcely fires a gun.—
resolutions adopted sustaining the Government.
was destined for Galveston and other points in
At half-past eleven o’clock flames were bursting
States to yet belong to the United States. I
One of the Aids carried brandy to Major An
The O. S. Journal says that the thirteen Reg- opens to you the method of tesifyiogof your deTexas. More recently, however, it is stated Gov. shall attempt to collect the duties by armed in ly and effectively against the Iron Battery.
The barracks caught fire several limes on Fri derson in a boat, after the fire, and the latter im nts called for from Ohio, will rendezvous iu v tion to our beloved State, the Union as it. is. from all the por' holes. The destruction of Fort
Houston has requested to be left al ne, and de vasion.
and those Free Institutions which have been alike Sumter is inevitable. Four vessels, two of them
day, but were extinguished hy the efforts of Mr. said it was very acceptable, as the men were
the foundation and pledge of our National and large steamers, nre in sight over the bar. The
Mr. Lincoln reaffirms his inaugural except io Hart of New York and Lyman of Baltimore, completely exhausted by their labors. I men Columbus and Cleveland!
clares that the Union party of the South is dead
flames have nearly subdued in Sumter, but Maj.
By the O. S. Journal of the 17th, we learn tnd virtual prospeiity.
both volunteers. On Saturday the officer's quar tion this to show the kind and chivalrous rela'
if coercion is once atterapte 1. It is asserted that regard to the mails.
General Orders issued through the proper de A' dersnn does not fire any guns.
The President repeats his purpose to hold, oc tera eaught fire from shell;, and the main gates tions between the officers. Before going into that the first installment from Ohio were to leave
he has no confidence in the position taken by
Gen. Beauregard left the wharf ;ust now in &
partment, assert that mctiod and invite your re
cupy and possess tb« property aud places belong were burnt. The magazine was surrounded by
M-jor Anderson sent word hy an aid of C ilumbus on Thursday. The Journal says:
President Lincoln, and thinks that the recent ing to the Government and collect the duties ou fire and 90 bhla. of powder were taken out and action
boat
for Morris Island. The excitement if any
General Beauregard to the Governor, thankiug
Orders have been issued from Head Quarters
Let as all, thankful to Almighty God for past thing is increasing.
course of the Administration will only render a imports, but. not to use fores except as is neceS-j thrown iuto the eea. When the magazine was him for kind attentions during the past two
I have read a letter from S. C. Boylaton, dated
j encircled by fire ail our materials were cut off months, and veiy ■oletanlj’ said, “Farewell, gon- for two regiments of troops to proceed to Wash- mercies, imploring bis pardon for oar many ehorteary for this object.
siaaoiutiun of the Union inevitable,

LATEST WAR NEWS!

Civil War inaugurated!

CIVIL WAR BEGUN!

75,000 MTEERS CALLED FOB 1

Latest by Telegraph!

Ths Forts to ba Retaken!

One Star That Never Goes Down*

GOOD NEWS FO1 THE PEOPLE (

Moultrie, 6 o’clock thia morning. He eava not
Mooting of the Democratic S-ate Central
Syetial gofitts.
A general order of Gen. Beauregard was issu
®«jw« and
one man was killed or wounded. The iron bat ed Sunday to the Confederate troops. He orders
Committee.
tery had been damaged. The rifled cannon of
Oats Positively been Relnfoicedt
The Chairman of the State Central Committee,
that Major Anderson be allowed to evacuate on
IkTOTWITH^TANDlNG the united opposition ot
the battery did great execution on Sumter and
the same terms he asked before the surrender.
MOUNT VERNON........................... . VPRIL 23. 1861 W. Mount, Esq., has issued a call for a meeting
j
rflHOUQH
so.
veral
’
Stara
that
fllutnla:
Fort Moultrie; We run them in not in
R a’™e<i into Anderson’s port holes. Three
PARK’S F515CH.FY PLASTERS
Gen. Beauregard compliments the troops of
. JL od our glorious Flag have palail ia i
night, nor with muffled oars, but in broad day light*
of the Committee, to be held in Columbus, on
0
urn ter 3 barbette guns were dismounted, one the Confederacy for their bravery, for the bril
They Impart Strength; they Annihilate Pain. , r_-T their hour of greatest prosperity,
Mount Vernon Volunteers.
by the car load. ,
Friday, 26th inst.,“for, the purpose of counsel
0
waa a len inch Cohimbiad. A corner liant success which attended the hardships and
—
hese DELIGHTFUL PLAS- .
AVo aro not only selling Sugars extremely
°L,
Sumter opposite Moultrie was knocked
ing
together
on
the
atartning
condition
of
the
ters
yield
readily
to
the
motion
another goods as cotnpari lively cheap. Thankful
privations in reducing the stronghold in the har
In a very brief space of time last week two com
of the body, absorb perspiration and
ott. The steamers Water Witch, Mohawk, and bor. He says the feat of arms was very great.
to
the Public for tlieir liberal patronage, We «>mut a
country.”
.
throw of all tho offensive aongul.ited
1 awnee, it was thoughtj were the three first ves Compliments the gallant defenders of Fort Sum panies of Vounteers were raised in Mt. Vernon and
continuance of the same and hopo to merit it in u
impurities off the system.
They r^’has the pleasure of announcing to the :
ture by selling goods cheap and fair dealing at* «
rnni-Pains
sels seen in the offing.
ter. and says they, only executed tfya orders of vicinity, composed mostly of young men. Lorin
Sermon to the Volunteers.
should be used for all Chroni
Old Corner.
feb.26,’61. ________ G. M- FAY.
P ma rnn’ P-H! AVorld that HIS STAR neVirgoes down,
Another correspondent says: The bombard, their Government, and concludes by ordering Andrews, Esq., President of Kenyon College,
Faintness,
Dyspepsia,
Golds,
Co
°'
„
row
s
brighter
and
brighter
each
J
On Sunday morning according to previous
Driod Boef lust
ment has closed. Maj. Anderson has drawn the return of shots fired. The city is excited.
spleni
sumption, Rheumatism, ■
whose whole soul has been enlisted in the cause, I Dnoun^em^
Rey Mr Hildreth, of the
received at the Old Corner.
down the stars and stripes and displayed a white
added to his immense |
Weakness, etc. They retain their
It wa9 rumored that a salute was fired in hon
G. M. FAY.
Feb. 25. *61.
active properties when other Plasters
flag, wh.ch has been answered from the city and or of the British Consul and that Great Britain has been chosen Captain of one Company and Methodist Church, of this place, delivered a Ser
useless, and where applied pain
ALL and see there uloe and.cht-ap Sugars,before
'“"isrer JUJJX- clotbixo
H. B. Banning, Esq., Captain of the other. The mon to the Volunteers, in front of the Court
a boat is on the way to Sumter.
Are Sold are
had acknowledged our independence. The sa
cannot exist. Every family should
purchasing elsewhoro, at the Old Corner,
a largo and variod assortment of Cloths, j
.
breeohes made in Fort Sumter are on the lute was fired when Major Anderson left the Is wildestenthusiasm prevails in our city, and du
By All
have them. One size on cloth, three
G.M.FAY.
Fobb. 26.'ol.
Cassimcres and A'ostings of every dis-j
side opposite to Cummings’ Point. Two of its abel to go aboard the Baltic. He and his com ring Friday and Saturday of last week our steets House. As most of the Churches were cloeed,
Dealers sizes on leather. Sample sent by
f—t cription aud stylo, with every variety of j
an immense audience was present on this occa
From
port-holes are knocked into one and the wall mand are on their way home.
mail, on receipt of 25 cents.
BOUND TO J3LA1Z!
presented the appearance of a military encamp
Trimmings for the same. He has eecureu
1 to
from the top is crumbling. Three vessels, one
sion. The two companies of volunteers were
1). S. BARNES, 13 A: 15 Park Row
Capt. Foster sent a note to the city, addressed
WISH it distinctly understood we have uooeuthe services of one of the best Cutters I
Dimes. N. Y.
April 16, 1861.
a large sized steamer, are over the bar and seem to his wife, saying he would meet her in New ment. Both companies will start for Columbus mustered into line by their officers, and marched
neotion with any other house in the city, having
r il the State of Ohio can produce, and ’
£?, b0 preparing to participate in the conflict.— York on Thursday.
on this (Monday) morning, to there await the or
purchased of Mr. J. Georgs the stock ami paid him
pledges the People to furnish them with
to the place of worship.
for
it
ho holds no interest in the Old Cornet, not
I he fire of Morris Island and Moultrie is divided
Dr. Scott, tho propietor and editor of the
as nettt a fitting Suit of Clothes, made as ,
Tii-re are many small boats which remain ders of the Governor. Another company is now
The Servises were opened by reading the 9ih Lebanon Star, is a prominent physician:
even ks a creditor. AVo have his documents to prove
between Sumter and the ships of-war. The ships with the fleet outside and all have muffled oars
1 substantial and of as good material as
being formed, and will be ready to march in a
the same. , ,feb. ’26, ’61._____________ G- M. I AtPerry Davis’ Pain Killer, tho old and well known
2J any Merchant Tuilor in the State.
Psalm, after which the 1031st Hymn of the Meth
wtve not yet opened.
and oarlocks. Great curiosity is manifested to
! His numerous customers are cordially i
remedy, which has acquired a world wide renown
few days. We publish below the Muster Roll of
"Y QANT1TY’’ of the celebrated Hamburg Cheese
. Charleston, April 13—A. M.
odist service, entitled a “Prayer for our Native for the cure of sudden colds, coughs, etc., weak
know how the horses on board will be used.
iDvitod to call aud
Rnd examine for them
them- 1
invitod
just received at the Old Corner.
u«v
The batteries of Sullivan’s Island, Cummings’
The Fort 19 occupied by two companies, the the Companies.
stomach,
general
debility,
nursing
sore
mouth,
can

selves. He will bo outdone by none in
Land,” was sung to the solemn, good old tune
Feb. 26,’61.
. . G- M.tAyPoint and Stevens’ Battery are pouring shot and Palmetto Guards and.Capt. Holloway’s Com
kered
mouther
throat,
liver
complaint,
dyspepsia
or
regard
to
quality
or
price.
j
of “ Old Hundred.” A fervent and eloquent
COMPANY NUMBER ONE.
shell into Fort Sumter. Mnj. Anderson does not pany. There is no officer of high grqde in
WAL.KElt’3 t’XIOX WASttKRindigestion, cramp and pain in tho stomach, bowel
Ho would likewise call the attention of
Prayer was delivered by Father Raymond, of complaint, painters' colic, Asiatic cholera, diarrhea
the whole community to his largo and i
retiirn the fire. Fort Sumter is still on fire.— charge. Major Ripley will probably be stationed
.
HORACE WELSH,
MUSTER ROLL.
fashionab'e stock of
! ,
there has just been two explosions at Fort Sum there. Workmen are busy clearing away the
the Methodist Church, after which Mr. Hildreth and dysentery, has lost none of its good name by re
READY-MADE CLOTHING! JTj YY ESPRCTFULLY announces to the eititens of
peated trials; but continuos to occupy a prominent
ter.
wreck of the burnt quarters, at Fort Sumter.
took the stand, and read for bis text, part of the position in every family medioino chest.—Lcba,,on
Jt
Knox and tho adjoining counties that he is tha
OFFBERS.
consisting
in
part
of
i
imi
T- M.—T he Federal flag was again hoisted Companies are encamped all around the city,
agent for the manufacture and sale of AV ALKER a
COA'i'S, PANTS AND VESTS,
14th verse of the 3d chapter of Luke: “And the Star.Dec.ISth, 1859.
Captain........................... LORIN ANDREWS;
over Fort Sumter, when Porcher Miles with a
A land attack is prayed for. Carolinians want
CELEBRATED UNION AVASHER, which, ho he*iof every uiscription, also a good and
Sold by James Blanchard.
»Pr-10.4t.
First Lieutenant,.. ..... I. Underwood;
soldiers likewise demanded of him, saying, And
flag of truce went to the fort. In a few minutes to have a mortality list on the next engagement.
well selected assortment of
tatos not to sjiy.is the,.~The
following,
from
Messrs.
Gage
&
Matter,
Second do.
the Federal flag was again drawn down by Maj 8000 men are now under arms.
...... C. L. Carpenter;
licat Washing Machine
what shall we du?” We have not room to give a
prominent druggist* of Sparta, gives further evi
now in use in the country. These machines ar-e
Anderson and the white flag again unferled.
First
Sergeant......
.....
F.
A.
C
oates
;
The news of North Carolina spiaing her forts
synopsis of the Sermon, but we must say that it dence of tho great popularity of our medicine :
such as Shirts, Druwers, Suspenders,
manufactured at Cooper s Foundry, in Mt. A vriiuQ,
is received with great delight. The news from
Second da.......
Charleston, April 13.
..„..C. V. Johnson;
Handkerchiefs, Neck Ties, Collars, Scarfs j
Sparta, Monroe co., AYis., July 17, 1859.
was one of the mo3t eloquent, thrilling, patriotic,
and are sold at extremely low prices. Read the fol
[via AUGUSTA.]
Virginia is considered hopeful.
Messrs. J. N. Harris A Co.—Gentlemen—It is with
Third
do........... . ....... C. B. Church;
Hosiery,
Ac.,
Ac.
,
!
■Hr'
lowing certificate of person* well known in this com
and affecting discourses we ever listened to, and pleasure that we speak a word in commendation ol
Fort Sumter has surrendered! The Confed
First Corporal....... ....... J. C. Long ;
munity :
- - • • , ‘: • - ' .
erate flag floats over its walls. None of the gar
TT i i
made a deep and lasting impression, not only up Vour very valuable medicines, “Perry Davis’Pain i ;---Mt. Vkkxos, Ohio, Feb. 4th, ISfcl.
Second do... ................ ..A. Gilliam;
Killer” and “Dr. Richardson’s Sherry AVino Bit- I
Trunks, Carpet Sacks, Valices, UtnbrelHtb ^hbtrftsemtiifs.
rison or Confederate troops are hurt.
We tho undersigned, would recommend G. AValkon
the
Volunteers,
but
also
upon
ether
persons
Third
do... ................... William Welch
ters
They are of great merit,,and already too well j
,■ las, all of the best quality, which he will .— er’s Union AVaeher as one of the moat desirable im
Charleston, April 13.
known to the public at largo to need a-ay very special;
sell as low as any Establishment in the
fourth do..;. ........ ........IVm. Stoyles.
present.
plements of household economy ; and believe that It,
Beauregard ju3t gone to Sumter. Also 3 fire
Dissolution.
------------- ------------------------ ----notice from particular individuals. The Pain Killer 5 ■
‘ West.
i-—J stands unequaled for ease of operating, for perfection
companies to quench the fire before reaching the
HE partnership heretofore existing between
has
beuomo
a
household
remedy
all
through
tho
I
Please oall before purchasing elsewhere
PRIVATES.
and
expedition in washing, and for the comfort ana
The Ladies Aroused, and for their Coun Weet and the Sherry AVino Bitters are superior to ! 4
powder magazine,
Wm. Beam and David W. Mead, partners under
LOOK OUT FOR THE STAR
t-J
Robert Larkins,
the paiue. firm and stylo of Beam <fe Mead, is this Armstrong,
try—to a Man !
-- thoy bo 1
Main Street, two doors north ol Gambier WKJ health of tho operator, freeing them from tho injut
Thiko Dispatch.—Sumter unconditionally
nny bitters we have ever lnet with, arid' as
rious effoets of stooping, soaking, steaming, and in.
Austin Lawton,
Street, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
surtendered! The people wild with joy! No day dissolved by mutual consent. All tboso owing Q. AV. Apderson,
The good ladies of Mt. Vernon — God bless come known the demand ihcreases, and all find front
haling into .the lungs the nauseating and nealth do'
L. MUNK.
Apr. 2, 1861:tf
Jake Mefford,
Carolinians hurt! Two thousand shots fired al said firm, either by note or book account, will make Moses Adler,
their
use
satisfactory
results.
stroying fumes of the wash.
them—are all for their country ! The moment
iminodiato payment to AVin. Beam or D. W. Mead.
Most respectfully,
GAGE A MATHER.
AVm.
Athorton,
L.
II.
Mitchell,
together.
L. M. AVatson,
L. M. Fowler,
April 1, lSGl:3t.
WM. BEAM,
it was announced that the Southern army had at
Sold by Blanchard.
apt-- lG:4t.
Robert AVatson,
Anderson and men were conveyed to Morris
Samuel
Magill,
W.
H.
Alling,
Henry Ransom,
D. W. MEAD.
AVilliam Bartlett,
tacked and taken Fort Sumter, they declared
Ellen Ransom,
Island.
Subsequently Andersen reached the
Many persons say that they have tried almost
J. C. Bartlett,
James McGiffin,
J. B. Staunton,
,
AVm. Wallace Wade,
city- the guest of Beauregard.
Sign of tbc Red Flag,
that they would stand up for the good old stripes every remedy that has been recommended for hu
Josiah C. Bell,
M. N, Mruphy,
lleilen M. Staunton,
Mary E. AVade,
mors, and tliey are no better now than when they
1 he people sympathize with Anderson, but
ifain Street, next door to J. E.AVoodbridye,
AVm. B. Beardsley,
and stars. And as soon as our young men be commenced them, and they have no confidence in
Smith Bunn,
David McKee,
E. Hild»oth, ,
abhor those in the steamers in sight, who didu’t
Dorcus Beardsley,
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
A. AV. Hildreth, ,
L. C. Beach,
II. G. McClelland,
MOUNT
VERNON
’
!
gan to volunteer, the ladies went to work, raised anything that is advertised to cure Salt. Rheum,
AVm. Blair.
even attempt to reinforce him.
Geo. AV. Jaeka-in,
Erysipelas, and all similar humors. AVe would say
J.
B.
Brown,
John
A.
Mitchell,
money
to
purchase
a
splendid
flag,
and
met
at
I he wood work and officers’ quarters of SuraMarch 5, ’61:tf._______ _
__ ___ _ ____ t _ _
to these that there, is now a remedy that as yet ha*
WIFE
IA
IS
B8FA.1S,
Goo.
D.
Bergen,
T.
J.
O
’
Neal
ter^are all burnt.
the Court House for the purpose of making clo never failed curing those diseases. It acts upon an
OP A.
Late of the firm of BEAM
MEAD, having located
Thomas
Barry,
John K. O’Neal,
No officers wounded.
himself on the
thing. On Friday, Friday night and Saturday, entirely different principle from anything ever of
fered for them; it throws humor out of the blood
F ort Sumter to be taken possession of to-night. EAST SIDE OF MAIN STREET, ONE DOOR AV. B. Beardsley,
Emanuel Phillips,
some 200 ladies were busy at work with their through, tho skin, which is ,too,only channel through
SOUTH OF Lll’PITT’S DRUG STORE,
S. D. Church,
II. II. Pollock,
Charleston, April 13.
needles, and these with the assistance of sixteen which the sysUm cap be entirely freed from them,At half-past one o’clock the firing ceased and and neitfly opposite the KENYON HOUSE, trusts D. M. Craig,
Richard PicKurd,
rfAII E undersigned takes pleasure in
If you will try it, you will not say of this ns you
friends and the public generally, will not fail to
’,,7 ". a
sewing
machines, turned out “war jackets” with have by others, for it will cure you. Wo refer to
L announcing to the citizen* of Knox
an unconditional surrender made. The Caroli his
H. P. Pyle,
find him and his new location, with a good stock of j ” ln‘ Ulark,
and the surrounding counties, that he
nians are surprised that the fight is so soon overFargo ami Pretty Assortment!
astonishing rapidity !
On Friday night, the Dr. AVcaver’s Syrup. Sold by JAMES BLANCH
Isaac Cole,
Robert Pate,
has just, qpened at the above stand, re
After the flag staff was shot away Wigfall was
ARD.
‘
__
spectacle was brilliant and animating in the ex
Thomas Dixon,
J. Phifer,
cently occupied by N. .Epsstein a large ‘
HUMOROUS PICTURE BOOKS,
A T €’ A S IS I’ R fi C 8-1 S .
sent by Beauregard to Sumter with a white flag
and magnificent, stock-of
.
C. Porter,
treme; and to add to the excitement of the scene.
following is an extract from a letter written
and offer assistance to subdue the flames. He In Goods, Prices and Attention, lie shall aim to please AV. E. Doty,
UNTEARABLE PICTURE BOOKS,
Henry Davy,
D- AV. Park,
Messrs. Beardslee and James, and Aliases Ellen by the Rev. J. S. Holmes, pastor of the Pierrepoint
was met bv Anderson, who said he had just dis and merit a share of the public patronagj.
April 23. 1861.
Amos Evans,
Henry Prince,
played a white flag, but the batteries had not
True and Lizzie Jennings, united in singing the Street Baptist Church, Brooklyn, N. Y., to tho "Jour
OIL COLORED VIEWS,
Geo. AV. Elliott,
Thomas Itobiusun,
stopped firing. Wigfall replied, that Anderson
Attachment Rolice.
Also, a large aud comploto stock of Mens’
“ Red, AVhite and Blue,” “The Star Spangled nal and Messenger,” Clnciuuatti, O., and speaks vol
iniist haul down the American flag. Surrender George C, Lybrand, Piff.) Before Thompson Cooper, B. D. Evans,
J. AV. Rowley,
umes in favor of that world-renowned medicine, Mr*
and Boys’
ALPHABET BLOCKS.
Banner,” “ Hail Columbia,” and the“Marstl
vs.
> a J. P. of Clinton township John AV. Fry,
or fight was the word.
ready made
C. S. Runyon,
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Children,Teething: —
Andrew
Hulshizcr.
J
Knox
county,
Ohio.
Anderson then hauled down the flag. Several
laise,” which were received with shouts of ap.
TRANSPARENT SLATES,
C. II. Runyon,
“ AVe see an advertisement i-n you*, columns of Mrs.
the 18th day of April, A. I). 1861, said Justice AV. D. Furlong,
of Beauregard's staff came over and stipulated 0N
: issued
plause.
on an order of attachment in the above Jefferson Foos,
AVinsl,ow’s Soothing Syrup. Now we no never said
Thomas Roberts,
Hats, Caps, Trunks, Valices, Ac. Also,
that the surrender be unconditional for the pres action for the sum of fifty-two dollars anil fifty cents
BOXES OF PAINTS,
a word in faver of a patent medicine before in our
“The ladies are for Union all to a man,
D. F. Gardner,
Leander Reed,
a large assortment of
ent. subject to terms of Beauregard. Alderson Clinton township, April 23, A D. 186l-3w.
life, hut we feel compelled to say to your renders
But not for tho man who would betray it.”
C.
D.
Glaze,
S.
S.
Ramijy,
allowed to remain in actual possession for the
CHESSMEN, DOMINOS,
J. AV. LYBRAND. Agent for
that this is no humbug—wp liavo> had.it,,aud know
Gents’ Furnishing Goods,
C. E. Gardner,
John Shaffer,
GOERGE C. LYBRAND.
present.
it to be all it claims, , It is probably one of the most
In endiess variety, and all of the very
Intense
Excitement.
BACKGAMMON BOARDS, A-c., &o.‘
successful medicines of tho day, Because it is one of
Bernard Griffis,
Thomas Sharp,
best description.
Charleston. ,April 14.
Intense excitement prevailed in our city during the.host. And those of your, readers who have ba
Having constantly a buyer in the East
The negotiations were completed last night.—
Jarnos W. Hull,
AVilliam Socord,
PORTFOLIOS,
bies can’t do better than to lay in a supply."
I have every advantage of the market;
Anderson’s command will evacuate in the mortithe past week. The streets were crowded with
Monroe Haller,
Thomas Scott,
and as I buy all my goods for cash, I am
SC. I.BliLWWIi* & CO.
Mexican
Mustang
Linaraent.
ng and embark on the war vessels now off the
Richard Sutton,
people day and night. Marshal music constantly
P0RTSM0NAI8,
enabled to sell at
j »
AVE taken advantage of the pressure in the Orville Hill,
harbor.
From rich and poor, bond and free, all colors,
Money Market, to buy for Cash, an immense David Hawkins,
It. J. Thompson,
greeted the ear, aud the volunteers were march grades, and conditions of life, the same mped of
SRSCfiS
j x
hive of Anderson’s men arp wounded—one, it
Stock of
PURSES,
J. Hallabaugh, Jr.,
A. M. Taylor,
ing aud countermarching through the streets praise is awarded this wonderful articlo.i Sore* arc
Than any other establishment in ini* i >—t
is thought, mortally. A Per the surrender a boat
Robert A. Hall,
Shannon Taylor,
healed, pains relieved, lives saved, valuable animals
section of country. My goods are as I
and ten men were sent from a ship-of war out
nearly all the time.
8CAP BOOKS.
made useful,’ and untold ills assuaged by this remark
And in order to give the benefit of those purch-j
Jacob Readington,
well, (if not better) made than any in the j 2
Samuel Tipton,
side to Morris Island, requesting permission foe to Cash Customers, have rtyvdo
While the war feeling was tip to the fever point able medicine. For Cuts, Bruisos,.Sprains, Bhcu,
State, being all manufactured under my j »—i
John
liannegan,
AVilliam
AVolch,
ALBUMS,
to enter and take off Anderson's corn
own supervision, by tho most expericn- ;
some of our citizens, who had expressed sympa matis, Swellings, Bites, Strained Horses, Ac., it has
LOWER PRICES’
Burr Readington,
John AV. AVhite,
reported that Anderson surrenderno equal among Liniments, Ointments, or.Salvos. It
ced master workmen. I can therefore
Than ever before know in this City. Tho
thy
for
the
South
were
assailed,
and
one
gentle

ENGLISH POETS,
is tho Housekeeper’s and Farmer’s friend. AVeeks
Byron AVard,
-mrters and barracks were da
safely' say that I
DRESS G ODS DEPARTMENT! J. C. Irvine,
In Autique-mor-and Blue and Gold Binding,
man would no doubt have been killed, had not of illness and loss of time are saved by an early ap
hope of re infpreement Is stocked with a splendid assortment of every Henry Irvine,
Jonas AVard,
plication of Mustang Liniment. Jt. should always r/j
k-’iirs, blit couldn’t or novel design and style, from the vorv best Prints R. AV. Kerr,
some persoual friends interfered in his behalf.— bo on hand. Bo careful of whom you buy, and l;ave
B. B. Warner,
POCKET BIBLES AND TESTAMENTS,
Having always on haud a large stock
were prostrated ny ever offered at
■
of goods, I am prepared to manufacture !
In Fine Binding,
Robert Kimble,
C. II. AValker,
One of these geritlemeu received a severe cut on it warranted as genuine. All genuine wili hereafter
IF.oin heard at Sumtet
SIX PENCK AND EIGHT CENTS,
to
order,
at
the
shortest
notice,
AV. F. Lyn jli,
Charles AVood,
the back of the head from a large stone aimed bear the signature of G. AV.Westbrook, Chemist, and
ti lot of shells igniting.
The To most elegant fabrics in
EVERY
ARTICLE
CALLED
FORI
C
I).
S.
Barnes,
Proprietor,
with
these
words
-Trade
”
MISCELLANEOUS
BOOKS,
James Logsdon,
Douglas AVorley,
at the party whose language gave offense.— “Mark” in two Medallion? of tho Federal Currency,
»cks L’rittffht three times from hot shot from
A Good Assortment,
GOODS,
AT ,4 CLOTHING STORE,
!
Jacob Lilley,
tTuaepli Yitugcr,
Moultrie.
Everything is ruinert farrt-rh-.
Tin eats were also rtJTidY-. in regard To the der- vtoict nt 25cts, 60cts, acd S'.00 per Bottle, by all ro- O and I will giiarautee that all my work
WORTH FOUR DOLLARS PER YARD.
Samuel
Arrell,
Jackson Thayer,
spectablc.dealers throughout the world.
p
will give entire satisfaction. My motto
tnents, many guns dismantled, and the walls
AT
Particular attention is solicited to our stock of
truction of the dwellings of these who enter
Mar.26-4t
D. 8. BARNES, New York.
Zeph. B. Welch,
J. F. Young.
‘iff is: " Quick sales and small profits.” “J ,
SPRING
look tike ho.nec-comb.
turned secession sentiments; but we hope nothing
study to please.”
F'. Monltry is badly damaged. The houses
jfiST' Remember the place—Sign of !
Company number two.
of the kind will be attempted. On Saturday, the
on the Islands are bad'y riddled. A boat wa- In no stock will the difference between
tho Rod Flag, Main street, Mt. Vernon. >
sent from the fort, to night to officially notify the
Mayor very prudently detailed an extra police
Deo. Il, 1860.
ap 9:tf
D. H. ARNOLD. |
Mustek roll.
fleet of the surrender of Sumter. It is not known
SIR JAMES CLARKE’S
force, to preserve the peace, and we think the
• Bo more evident’than in
GROVER
& BAKJiR, STILL AHEAD?
what is to be done with Ft. Sumter or the van
Notice in Attachment.
Celebrated Female Fills.
OFFICERS.
mob spirit will scon subside. A3 yet, we live in
snmai
Smith Thpmns, Ex’r of the ) In Knox Com Pleas,
quished.
Prepared,
from
a
prescription
of
Sir
J.
Clarke,
M.
Captain.............................. II. B. BANNING;
last will of B. P. Truax, j
a country of laws, and every good citizen should
LATEST.
1)., Physician Extraordinary to tht Queen.
AND LINEN GOODS
First Lieutenant, ......... AV, C Cooper;
deceased,
/’■ Civil Action.
Major Anderson and bis men leave to night
make every exertion in his power to preserve the
Of all kinds, wfiii-h wo offer at large discounts from
vs.
j
on the Isabel for New York city- The fleet is
Second
“
.......... Geo. Rogers,
This invaluable medicine is unfailing in the cure
prices usually asked.
peace.
Jacob Zolman.
J
of all those painful anddangerous diseases to which
Richardson’s Iiitfli, Linens, 25 cents, upwards.
Orderly Sargeant
......... AVm. Patton;
still outside.
HE
above
named
Jacob
Zolman, a non-resident
the female constitution is subject. It moderates all
Linen Damask Napkins, 60 cents doz , upwards.
Charleston’, April 14.
First
“
......... E. AV. Muknscher;
of
said
county,
is
hereby
notified that oil the
New
Time Table.
excess
and
removes
all
obstructions,
and
a
speedy
And
others
in
proportion.
AVa
also
offer
rare
barThe steamer Nashville from New York arriv
5th day of March, A. D. 1861, the above .n^rned
Socond
“
...... ..Morgan BarrjJ
euro may be relied on.
A
new
Time
Table
on
the
S.
M.
&
N.
R.
R.
Smith Thomas, as Executor of the last will and tes
ed here at 3 o’clock, Saturday morning.
TO .»>A Kit I SO
Third
“
......... Chas. D. Jennings;
. COTTONS—-BLt AC Bed AND BROWN i
An eye witness of the tiring, I-riday night,
went into operation on Monday last. We have it is peculiarly «uited. It will, in a short time, bring tament of B. P. Truax, deceased.instituted proceed
The best ever exhibited at...........................Six Pengo,
First Corpora!..., ........A. A. Corrello;
ings in attachment against him before C. C. Baugh,
says it was terrifically grain? and reached the cli
on the monthly.period with regularity.
three daily trains — Express, Mail and Fright.
“
“
at......................... Eight Cents,
Socond “
.........Henry M. Davis;
Each bottle, price One Dollar, boars the Govern ajustico of the Peace of Clinton township, in said
max at 10 o’clock, at night. The sky was over
“
“
at............................ Ten Cents.
Going South, the Express leaves Sandusky at ment Stamp of Groat Britain, to prevontcouuterfeitr. county,upon two due bills executed by the said Zol
Third
“
.......... -I. AV. A. Gillespie;
cast by rain clouds, The streets were fitted with
“
.“
at......tine Shilling, (extra.)
man payable to Truax A House, and assigned to said
CAUTION.
6, P. M., reaches Mt. Vernon at 11:15, P. M. and
Fourth “
..........David Bonar.
U1
people nearly all night; also covering housetops
These Pills should not be taken by females during B. P. Truax iu his life time; one of said due bills is
arrives at Newark at 12:30 A. M. The Mail
shipping and every available place. Towards
the P/RST THREE MONTHS of Prtgnaey, asthey for $64,49, dated July 25,1849, with credit endorsed
PRIVnTES.
From Coarse to Die Finest goods imported.
morning the firing dimenisbed. A lew random
Train leaves Sandusky at 6:30 A. M., reaches Mt. are sure to bring on Miscarriage, but at any other at dato, of $3,87. The other is for fifty ceuts, dated
GREAT REDUCTLOfi’ IN PRICES: ,
May. 26, 1859. Amount claimed as due thereon,
T. C. Hoffruire,
shots only were fired and replied to on’y occa Hosiery, <4I«ies staid Gauuifels, H. AV. Williams,
PERFECT New and Improved, Noisele*’
• ~ .
Vernon at 10:57 A. M., and arrives at Newark at time they ar( safe.
Grover «fc Baker Sewing Machine, for $10 ! 1 ’
In ail cases of Nervous and Spinal Affection*, March 5. 1S61, $98,48. Said order of attachment was
sionally bv Sumter, when the fire and smoke' were A look at them will convince the most credulous of AVm. McGrew,
AVm. Arinontrout,
their intrinsic cheapness.
12:13 P.
The only Company that manufacture* tb« two vari
Pain in the Baek ynd Limbs, Fatigue on slight ex. j returned “no goods, chattels or effects within said
first seen issuing from Ft.. S unter, it wa.s vnp
Martin Craig,
A. D. Eggleston,
county,” and with a, suggestion that the defendant eties, of Maohines. Double Lock and Si-ugie Lock or
BALMORAL AND HOOPED SKIRTS!
^Going North, the Exp-ess leaves Newark at ertion, Palpitation of the Heart, Hysterics and
posed to he o'nly a signal to the ships which were BONNET RIBBONS,
G. L. AVilcox,
II. D. Callahan,
was
the
owner
of
certain,real.estate
situate
in
said
ishattle Stick.’ Victory after Victory ! ! !
Whites, these Pill* will effect a cure when all other
■in the effing, apparently blockading the port as
10:25 A. M., arrives at Mt. Vernon at 1P28 A. means have failed; and although a powerful remedy, county, and thereupon said caugo..was. duly certified
DRESS TRIMMINGS,
AVm. Barrible,
Samuel Beeney,
Intelligence reaches us from all parts of the Un
tbev remained quietly at anchor.
to
said
Court
of
Common
Pleas
pu
the
12th
day
of
CLOAK TRIMMINGS,
ion
of victories achieved.over Singer’s, Wheeler d'do
not
contain
iron,
calomel,antimony,
or
any
thing
M.,
and
reaches
Sandusky
at
3:25
P.
M.
The
B. F. Davis,
Henry Graff,
March,
1S01,
and
proceedings
w,er£
taken,
therein,
Every one anxiously waited to see what the
Wilson’s and all other -Competing .Machine*.
M A N TIL L A T RIM M t N G S.
hustful to tho cpnstitufion. ...
J. M. Dunlap,
J.
Cannvan,
Mail
Train
leaves
Newark
at
3
P.
M.
arrives
at.
and
an
order
of
attachment,
issued
and
served,
as
au

vessels would do and fully expected the engage
Tho Prince of Wales selected Grover A Bnk-«r
4SO Parasols, from 25 cis. upwards.
Full direction* in the pamphlet around each pack
John Ashton,
thorized and required by law. Said proceeding is Machines. The Chines e Embassy selected them,
T, Clay ter,
Mt. Vernon at 4:13 P. M , and reaches Sandusky ago, which should be carefully preserved.
merit woTtid become general. At 10 A. M. Sum
CLOTH DEPARTMENT.
now
pending
in
said
court,
and
the
defendant
is
no
and
all well regulated families have, or should bar,.II.
Graham,
Sole
Avent
for
the
United
States
and
Canada,
IL B. Gordon,
ter was plainly seen to be on fire—flames burst 100 Pieces LADIES’ CLOTH, comprising every
at 8:45 P. H.
tilled that unless ho appears nnd answers or demurs one, because they make less noise, are more •iinpje ,
JOB -MOSES, (Late I. C. Baldwin A Co.,)
E. D. Boyle,
ing through the roofs of houses within it. Al shade anj quality.
M. Coughlin,
by the third Saturday after the expiration of six run with greater speed, and less friction, contequeuiRochester, N. Y.
this time Major Andeison scarcely fired a shot, CLOTHS, CASS I MERES AND VESTINGS,' for J. M. Dunn,
T. Contor,
For a cheap, nice fitting sail of Clothes
N. B. SI,00 and 6 postage stamps enclosed to anv weeks from March 26th, 1S61, tho complaint of the ly aro more durable than other machine*. Tho<while bombshells arid grape Scattered like bail Mon and I’oj's t,'ear, at Cash Prices,in fact in ovary J. F. Peaks,
plaintiff will be taken as true, and judge ment ren also make tlio most beautiful and elastio etich or
Bassitt Aringdale,
go to Busohman <t Co’s, new Clothing Store, in authorized Agent, will insure a bottle, containing 5r0 dered accordingly.
department,
CURTIS A SCRIBNER,
over him and drove the soldiers under cover.
seam, which is fastened when it leaves the Maohinc.
Daniel A. Stinger,
Pills, by return mail.
E. B. Cake,
CASH
BUYERS
the Kenyon House..
March 28:6w.$5.l2
Att’ysfor Piff. _ I shall not liositaie to.warrant every Machine sold
The Iron battery at Cummings Point, only of Dry Goods wili find unparalleled inducements.
Sold by
8. AV. LIPPITT, Mt. A7ornon.
Samuel Arrel,
A. AV. Lippitt,
A word to the wise is sufficient. Call and get aircu.
1500 yards from Stimter, kept up a continuous
Aug. 28, 1860-ly. .
Out prices are ali marked in PLAIN FIGURES George Rigler,
Fort Slimier Evacuated.
AVm. Stevens,
lar and examine for yourselves.
fire from its rifled cannon.
and
Master ConjiiiSssiener’s Sale.
rj-YIIE evacuation of Fort Sumter by tho United
We are pretty familiar with the merits of the load Nathan
Shock,
>ms. JOB EVAJiS
J. T. Day,
"the fire from the Floating Battery and Mool A’G DEVIATION MADE FROM ONE PRICE !
Y virtue of an order of sulo issued, out of the JOHN E. EVANS.
States does nqt say that E. WILCOX has eva ing machines, and for family use we prefer Grover
Hiram Lynch,
AV. B. Bergin,
Court of Common Pleas of Knox County, Ohio,
JOHN E. EVANS & CO.,
cuated his-old, stand on- Main street, over Brown’s <fe Baker.— Ohio Farmer.
trie, was regular and accurate. The Sand Bat
’oo v NiAtcnvs ’i ’a
and to me directed I will offer for, s.alo at the south
Jewelry Store, where he still remain* and expects
P. J. Patterson,
tery was scarcely injured by the fire kept up by
S. D. Lincoln,
MAIN ST., MT. VERNON, OHIO,
OIHQ aXVTJAa\)
Machine ’.broad Silk and Cotton eonsiantly on
door of the Court House, in the oity. of Mount Ver
to conduct his business as heretofore, in all its vari
Have now on hand a largo^tock of the
Anderson. Scarcely a missile from the battery
A. II. AViswc.ll,
Amos Dohaven,
non, Ohio, on Saturday, the 25th, day of,;M,ay nexL iillPROVJEO STUWaRT stoves, ous branches. Garments of all descriptions cut and hand. Also. Needles and Pure Machine Oil for sale,
at
the MUSIC STORE, 2d door below Knox Co,
missed Sumter.
J. N. Royce,
J. A. Tilton,
between the hour* of 10 o’clock A. M,nnd, 4. o'clock
made to order on short notice, and as durable as can
April 15, 186i.
SAMUEL P.'AXTELL.
The Floaiing Batte'ry proved impenetrable—
P. M.of said day, tho following described regl,estate,
J. S. Stinemcts,
he done at any other Tailor Shop oq this side of the Ranh.
AVm.
Leonard,
Nov. 27, I860.
Administrator’s Sale of Real Estate.
every shot from it told on Sumter.
to-wit: situate in the County of Knox, gnd State
mountains, and in the latest style, according to eas
Cyrus
Hosack,
II.
II.
Fowler,
vs. Jemima
of Ohio, and being Lot number Five Hundred, and
Shells from the mortars at Mount Pleasant bat janies McCament, Administrator,
tern fashions.
Darling, and others. In Probate Court. Adinin- B. A. F. Green,
A. B. Norton,
Eighteen, in Banning’s Addition to the town of
Garments Cleaned and Repaired in the host man
tery were thrown with great precision, while . istrator’s Sale of Real Estale,
John Green,
Augustus
AVyant,
Mount
A
7
ernon,
to
satisfy
an
order
of
Court,
in.
the
ner and on short notice. Cutting doue to suit cus
Sumter was on fire. Anderson Was ohliged to
OTICE is hereby given that on the IStft-Jay of
case
of
David
Burger,
vs.
Joseph
AA
’
atson
and
Sam

C.
J,
Kelley,
G.
M.
Parks,
tomers.
Feeling thankful to hi* old customer* for
cease his cannonading to direct all his efforts to
May, 1S61; between the hours of 10 o’clock
uel Burgor. Appraised at $
their liberal support heretofore received, he solicits
Milton Mealey,
J. M. Moore,
A. M. and 4 o’clock P. M. at door of the Court-house
put it out; twice he Succeeded in doing this, his
D. C. MONTGOMERY.
a continuance of the same, and ask* as many new
B. F. Pinkerton,
men had to go outside the walls and pass water Mt. Vernon, O. will be sold to the highest bidder the L. N. Ayres,
April 15 186l:6w.
Com’r in K. ?. P.
ones as feel they can trust him with their work,
through the port holes, being exposed to a ter the following real estate, as tho property of Patrick G, D. Bergin,
George B. Jones,
ap 9:tf
_____________ E. WILCOX.
M. Dailihg, deceased, to-wit: Situate in tho County
texecajtor’s Nolsce.
rific fire; this was not resorted to till the fort was of Knox, in Section 1, Township 6, of Range 40, of P, K. Smith,
Levi Price,
Valuable Farm Tor Stile.
OTICE is hereby given that the undersigned
on fire for the tl ird time and the flames had in Military lauds in said county, estimated to contain E. P. McMillen,
Jasper Arnold,
ACRES of Valuable Land, all under fence,
32RS. WIASS.OW,
have been duly appointed and qualified by the
creased to an alarming extent. After a few mo 262| acres and bounded as follows : Beginning 78 Thoa. McCuen,
DvV 200 cleared, uud under good state of culti An experienced Nurse and Female Phytieiaa, pre
S. II. Elliott.
Probate Court, within and for Knox county, Ohio
ments he ordered them in and shut the batteries, rods from tho North lino of said Section 1, and 79
vation, and oontaining a good framed} welling house,
as Executors on the estate of AVilliam Phillips,’
sent* to the nttentian of mothers, her
as the smoke was too thick to work them. At 80-100 rods E. from tho AV. boundaryof said Section
two tenant houses, two good barns, two good stables,
deceasod. All persons indebted to sai l estate are
IMMENSE MEETING.
noon the flames burst from every part of it and 1, at the N. AV. corner of tho tract of land of which
and two orchard* of grafted fruit, situate in
notified to make immediate payment to tho under
tho said Patrick M. Darling in his life time and AVm.
FOU CHIl/BREN. TEETHING,
the destruction was complete.
signed, and all persons holding claims against said
Morris Towuship, Knox Co. Ohio,
A very large and enthusiastic meeting was estate are notified to present them legally proven TJ4HE best now in use, which we will warrant to
which greatly facilitates tho process <>4 teething, byA nderson is on board the Isabel which leaves Darling were co-tenants, in tho centre of Owl Creek;
6
miles
from
Mt.
.Vernon,
and
3
a
miles
from
Fredethence E. 48° E. with the meanderings of said creek held in front of the Court House on Saturday for settlement within one year from this date.
softening tho gums, reducion.all iiiflamatioa—will
ft give entire satire satisfaction. Also, a com
to night. He expressed regret at the destruction 70 rods; thebce N. 6G° E. with the meanderings of
ipkSown. Said premises aro well situated, and are allav all pain nnd.spnsroodic action, and is
plete assortment of
i
• ,
, .
JOHN PHILLIPS,
of property. Doubleday fired the first, gun from said oreek 8 62-100 rods; thence S, 71° E. with tho afternoon last—several thousand persons being
watered
with
seven
good
springs,
and
two
large
SL’StE TO KFfiULATK
HOWKL.M. .
April 16-3w.*
Executor.
Fort Sumter. All the men looked hearty and meanderings of said creek 50 rods; thence S. 1° VV. present—to sustain the Government in the pres
streams of running water., Said land will be sold all Depend upon it, mothers, it will give rest to your
well fed. He complimented Steven’s iron bat along the partition litie of said tract of land and 206
in
lot, or divided into one hundred acre lots to selves. and
■
Bissolsitiosi of Partnership.
Of every variety of pattern, among which will he i suit purchasers, and »old on time
RELIEF AND HEALTH TO Y0.UK INFANTS.
tery’s firing. but did’nt think much of the others. rods; thebce N. 53° AV. oh said partition lino 12 rode; ent alarming crisis.
found
tho
It
uot
only
relieves
tho
child
from
pain,
hut
invig
jan
22-tf
Secession
de
Facto.
thence
S.
1°
AV.
248
rods
on
said
partition
line
;
DAVID
BRADDOCK.
The walls of the fort are not much damaged and
H. B. Curtis, Esq. presided, assisted by a
orate* the stomach and b.ow.els, gortewa acidity, and
FORTUNE STOVE,
HE partnership union of E. S. S. ROUSE A
except in appearance are as strong as ever.— thence N. 89° AV. 87 78-100 rods to the S. AV. cornor number of Vico Presidents.
K- C. HCKP.
FRANK H. ItUCD.
gives tone and energy to tho wfcols system. It will
SON is dissolved. All persons indebted to tho The be*t Elevated Oven Cooking Stove now in use,
Anderson said he expected aid from the Caroli of said tract; thence N. 1° E., 403 20-100 rods to
R. C. HERD &, SOV,9 ,74
almost instantly relievo
Patriotic and appropriate resolutions were of
the place of beginning ; to ho sold subject to the
and warranted in every particular. Also, a variety j
Into firm are requested to oall and settle without
<1 r
nian8 to put out the fire and was surprised at no dower of the widow.
URIPING IN THE BOWELS AND WIND CQLIG
Attorneys and Counsellors nt Law,
>
fered by C. Delano; Esq. pledging the lives, for delay, with E. S. S. Rouse, Jr., who has tho accounts, of other patterns.
bloodshed; which was the best evidence of skill
nnd overcome convulsions, which if not spce,ul.vrptnTertns of sale, one-third cash in hand, the remain
We have also a good variety of Low Oven Stoves, i
notes, etc., and will continue business at the old
warl2-tf
MOUNT
VERNON,
OHIO.
edied. end in death. -Wc believe it the BEST and
ful engineering. It is not believed here that the der in two equal annual payments with interest.— tunes and sacred honor of all present to stand stand, No. 100 Main street.
among wbi«-h will be found the
SUREST REMEDY IN THE WORLD, in all oases
fleet will prevent ingress or egress to the harbor. Deferred payments to be secured by notes and mort
„ „
E. S. S. ROUSE, Son.
SOAP! SO AS’!
bv the Constitution and Law3.
of
DYSENTERY and DIARRIF.A IN CHILDREN,,
gage
on
said
premises.
It is reported that a British brig was prevent
_Mt. A ernon, Aril 9:tf E. S. S. ROUSE, Jr.
Speeches wrere made by President Andrews,
ThebestDow in use. Also the improved Self-Regu fjPHIJ subscriber will keep forsalo at nil times the whether it arrises from teething, or from auy Other
a
ica
dAS. McCAMENT, Adtn’r, &c.
ed from coming In. Anderson evacuated with
ft
best.articles
of
Hard
and
Soft
Soap,
at
hi*
Fao
lator, Improved Parlor Cook, Plate and Cylinder
cause. We would say to every mother who fias a
Ap. 16:5w,prf$6,J2
of P. M. Darling, dee’d.
Trees! Trees’ Trees!
C- Delano, F. H. Hurd, Rev. Mr. Hildreth, Hthe honors of war. American flag was brought
Stoves for stores nnd shops, plain and fancy Gratos, tory, corner of,Mechanics and Front Streets, weat child suffering from any of the foregoing ©omplaluta
Up HE undersignod has for sale
iLurpfcts*
down with a salute of 50 guns.
B. Banning, Joseph W. Vance, L. Harper and
side of Main, Mt» Vernon.
Sad
Irons,
Britannia,
Tin,
Copper
and
japanned
—
DO NOT LET YOUR PREJUDICES, NOR THE
all kinds of Fruit and OrnavviKNtut
Ca-rpet be sure and go to
March 19:3w.
JAS. W. GEORGECharleston, April 15.
PREJUDICES OF OTHERS, stand between vuu
Ware; Pumps, Lead Pipe, Washboards,Tubs, Wood
mental Tree*, Evergreens, Grape Igf?
Wm. Dunbar.
WALKER
M
i
LLER
b.
He
has
the
largest,
best
The alarm was giveh last night and early this
J. C. WORK.
c< **00118 and your suffering child, and the relief that will bo,
Vines, Goosberries, Rosos, Flower*, Bul en Buckets, Churns. Stoves, Corn Baskets, Brooms, E. n. niBBLF.K,
It was
of the most eornesl
and enthusias
and cheapest Stock
in one
Town.
„pr
SURE—yea, ABSOLUTELY SURE--to follow tb.,
morning by the heavy booming of guns to the
bils Roots, (fee., which ho will soli as low and all kinds of llousefurnishing Goods too numer
IIEA'R^ I’, if ABDEA,
Dali Paper.
use of this medicine, if timely used. Full directions
ous
to
mention.
tic meetings that has ever taken piace in Knox as the lowest, and warrant every artiole sold to turn
seaward. At first it Wits thought an attempt was
Late Mt. Vernon, with
ARNER MILLER has a large and beautiful
for usin/ will accompany each bottle. None genu,
out as represented.
A. HARNWELL,
JO B BIN G.
making by the Federal troops to land at Stono,
lot of AVall Paper, and certainly vory cheap, county.
WORK & MOORE,
ine unless the fao-eimile of CURTIS d; PERKINS,’
Mt. \ eihon, April 9:5w
Gambier Avenue.
but I learn from parties thence that the supposi
lie also has Window Paper, Oil Shades, <fco. upr 16.
We aro still doing all kinds of Jobbing in Tin,
Importers and Jobbers of
New York, is on the outside rapper.
Copper and Sheet Iron, on short notice and at low Stag$le and Fancy Dry Goods,
tion was incorrect.
Sold by all Druggists aid dealers in medieiuet
Prints.
~
~
We have on hand a number of commu
For Sale or Rent,
rates.
Mr.
S.
W.
KERSHNER
has
the
sole
oharge
The Isabel is taking in provisions.
iu Knox County.
HE best Merrimack Calico and American Prints nications, which we have been been compelled
“HE old and well known Carriage Factory, Shops,
97 Chambers t 79 A 81 reade st.> s. y.
of
the
Jobbing
Department.
are
only
16
cts.
a
yard
at
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, 13 Cedar Street, N. Y.
JL Dwelling IIcuso and out-buildings, belonging
More engines have been sent to Sumter. The
We Lave for sale the right of nail’s Patent
to lay over to make room for the war n9ws.
PRICE ONLY 25 CENTS PER BOTTLE.
April 16.
AVARNER MILLER’S.
to the subscriber, on Front street, West of Main, to
Wa.Il Paper and Window Shades.
fir® has been extinguished, but it ifl necessary to
March 26, 1861. .
.
_
PIECES WALL PAPER.some very rich
gether with all the stock, tools, and fixtures. The
LIGHTNING RODS,
cool off the magazines; these are Very hot and
TAKE NOTICE.
OUUU patterns
pattern*. 100 Pieces Window Shade*,
yon wish to be well fitted with coat, terms will be very reasonable. If not sold before which we put up on short notice.
they are afraid to open them lest they explode
ATS
and
CAPS,
the
best
and
cheapest
itj
lit*
u
RY GOODS at COST, from January 1, 1861.Remember the place, at the Old Stand of Job Tassel*, Cord, Ao. All Cl :.ap
pants or vest, oall at Clothing Store of Bushman the first of April, the entire promises will then be
by ventilation. 121 bibs, of ponder is yet in the
at
WARNER MXf.LFP’3
Call every body *t WARNER MILLER’S.
WABJTIF MILLERS.
f°r rent.
WM. SANDERSON.
Evsds, two doors S^uth of the Cataract House.
Jugt received at
& Co., Kenyon House
jan 22
MU Yernen, Nov. 6.
March 19,1831: tf.
(saga rise;
April 2, JSSIrtf.
JOHN E. EVANS 4 CC

FORT SUMTER

p. p. p.

T

L. MU5MK

A

c

{JTy

I

FURNISHING GOODS,

iZJ

India Rubber Coats and Leggins,1^

H

T

Mammoth Clothing Hall!

NEW

STORE!
A

SEW FISH, XEW GOODS, NEW PRICES!

HOLIDAY PRESENTS I
JUVENILE BOOKS-

.4.

NEW GOODS

Cloths, CaSsimereS and
Vestings.
-

CLOTHING!

CASH PRICES Fill! DHV GOODS 1

H

SPRING GOODS!

Defy Competition!

CLOAKS; MANTILLAS AND SHAWLS.

WHITTFS

THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY

Cush find Credit Prices,

H0OSEKEBW

T

AND LACES

A

I

B

\LS Boiwijns OPS

N

N

SOOTHING SYRUP.

Cooking & Parlor Stoves!

T

ROYAL OAK STOVE!

I

W

DIBBLEE,

T

D

H

.
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£G>4Rf s. Ml; H'Bli.n,.
AT73LKSY AND COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

MT. VERNON BUSINESS.

AIT. VERNON BUSINESS.

DRUGS AND MEDICINES.

KUlOltL.

BOOT AND SHOE

PURIFY THE BLOOD.

DR .

dr.

MANUFACTORY!

C. M. KELSEY,

we a VER’s

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

A compound remedy, designed to be the most ef
fectual Alterative that can be made. It is a 90n*
centrated extract of Para Sarsaparilla, so combined
SYRUP.
with other substances of still greater alterative
For the cure of Canker, Salt Rheum, Erysipelas power as to afford an effective antidote for the
diseases Sarsaparilla is reputed to cure. It is be
Scrofulous Disease, Cutaneous Eruption?, Sore
CHARLES F. BALDWIN,
Eyes, and every kind of Disease arising
lieved that such a remedy is wanted by those v ho
A T T O KN F. Y A T L A W ,
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
fronw an impure state of the Blood.
suffer from Strumous complaints, and that one
Pioiupt attention given »o Collections and SecurThe most iffcctive Blood Purifier of the I9<^ Century which will accomplish their cure must prove of
T is the Prescription of an Educated Physician, immense service to this large class of our afflicted
Dg all Claims entrusted to hi3 Care.
jgs^'C. F. Baldwin, is also, aNotary Public, and
and all who are afflicted with any of the above fellow-citizens. How completely this compound
will attend to such business as is authorised by his
named diseases, should use it without delay. It willwill do it has been proven by experiment on many
drive
the disease frem the system, and when once of the worst cases to be found of the following
commission, with protnptnese and despatch.
April 10th, lStjO-bme.
out on the Skin,a few applications of Dr. Weaver's
oomplaints: —
CERATE, OR OIXTME1ST,
Scrofula and Sorofulous Complaints, Erup
MARSH <1, BEAM,
and you have a permanent cure.
tions
and Eruptive Diseases, Ulcers, Pimples,
ATT Y & COUSELLOR AT LAW,
THE CEP.ATE has proved itself to be the best
Ointment ever invented, and where once used, it has Blotches, Tumors, Salt Rheum, Scald Head,
AND NOTARY PUBLIC,
never been known to fail of effecting a permanent Syphilis and Syphilitic affections, Mercurial
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
07FTCE—Judson’s Building, Main st., 2 doors
cure of Old Sores, Tetter and RiDgworm, Ncald Disease, Dropsy, Neuralgia or Tic Douloureux,
^»wth Knox County Bank.
[march 27.
Head, Chilblains and Frost Bites, Barber’s Itch, Debility, Dyspepsia and Indigestion, Erysipe
Chapped or Cracked hands or Lips, Blotches or Pim ■ las, Rose or St. Anthony’s Fire, and indeed the
atittEV w. COTTON.
wtt. L. IASS.
pies
on the face. And for Sore Niples and Sore Eyes. whole class of complaints arising from Impurity
COTTON & BANE,
the Cerate is the only thing required to cure. It of the Blood.
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
should be kept in the bouse of every family.
This compound will be found a great promoter
MT. VERNON, 0.
Price of Syrup $1, Cerate 25 cents per bottle. of health, when taken in the spring, to expel the
CTTILL ATTEND to all business intrusted to
Directions accompany each Bottle. Sold by most foul humors which fester in the blood at that sea
TV them, in any of the Courts.
Medicine Dealers.
son of the year. By the timely expulsion of them
Orrw—N. E. oornor of Main and Gatubior sts.,
J. N. HARRIS A Co., Proprietors,
v»r Pyle’s Merchant Tailoring establishment. oe20
many rankling disorders are nipped in the bud.
NORTON’S OLD FACTORY,
Forthe M estern and Soutern States, Cincinnati, O. Multitudes can, by the aid of this remedy, spare
JOHN ADAMS,
And is being fitted up with good Machinery for do
To whom orders for the above Medines may be
themselves from the endurance of foul eruptions
ing a Custom business, and that I am now ready to addressed.
At;jrney at Law and Notary Public,
Sc Id Wholesale and Retail by S. W. Lippitt, Mt. and ulcerous sores, through which the system will
receive Wool to manufacture into Cloth, Cassimere,
OFFICE—in ward’s new building,
strive
to rid itself of corruptions, if not assisted to
Sattinett, Blankets and Flannel on Shares or by the A ernon; Janies Blanchard, Mt. Vernon; R. S. French.
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
Yard.
Gambier; N. Dayton. Martinsburg; Montague A do this through the natural channels of the body
M . ll:tf.
Also, Carding and Spinning; Carding Rolls and Hosec, Fredericktown; W. T. Mahon, Millwood; S. by an alterative medicine. Cleanse out the vitiated
DUNBAR.
H. B. BANNING.
Cloth-Dressing done on Short Notiee. All work W. Sapp, Danville; Roberts A Samuel, Columbus. blood whenever you find its impurities bursting
OL A B lit & BANNING,
Nov6-ly.
through the skin in pimples, eruptions, or sores;
warranted done in the best manner and as cheap as
A T O R N E Y S AT LAW,
the cheapest.
cleanse it when you find it is obstructed and slug
MT. VERNON, KNOX COUNTY, OHIO.
Wool will be received at the Old Factory at Lu
gish in the veins; cleanse it whenever it is foul,
PERRY DAVIS’
Jfficeia Banning Building, northwest corner
cerne and work returned.
II. E. WILKINSON.
and your feelings will tell you when. Even where
Main and Vine streets, in the room formorly occupied
VEGETABT.E
Junel9.
COACH
AND
CAxvxUAGE
FACTORY
no particular disorder is felt, people enjoy better
by M. H. Mitchell.
je14
FRONT STREET, MT. VERNON, 0.
health, and live longer, for cleansing the blood.
Samuel leruel.
Joseph C. Decin
J. 15. MILLER,
ILLIAM SANDERSON respect
Keep the blood healthy, and all is well; but with
THE GREAT
ISRAEL & DEVIN,
Sign,
Ornamental
and
Fresco
Painter,
fully informs the public and his
this
pabulum of life disordered, there can be no
Attorneys at Law & Solicitorsin Chancery,
friends that he continues to manufac
PAPER HANGER, FANCY GILDER, Ac.,
lasting health. Sooner or later something must go
AIT. VERNON, OHIO.
ture Carriages, Barouches, Rockawavs, Buggies, Wa No. 109 ain St., up Stairs,
wrong, and the great machinery oi life is disordered
OFFICE.—Three doors South of the Bank.
E ask the attention ot the trade and »he pubSleighs and Chariots, in all their various styles
Mount Vernon, Ohio. Y17
7£S~ Pro mpt attention given to all business en gons,
or overthrown.
T V lie to this long and unrivalled
of finish and proportion.
ilded side and top lights, window
trusted to them, and especially to collecting and seSarsaparilla has, and deserves much, the reputa
FAMILY MEDICINE,
All orders will be executed with str? rtr^gard to du
Curtains, Decorative Paper Hanging, Ac., Ac.
o-fing claims in any part of the state of Ohio.
For the cure of Colds, Coughs, Weak Stomach and tion of accomplishing these ends. But the world
rability
and
beauty
of
finish.
Repairs
Yi/
also
beatLand
Scape
Painting
done
to
order.
Pictures
nec. 7:tf.
tended to on the most reasonable terms.
is I use in framed in Rosewood or Gilt, on most reasonable General Debility, Indigestion, Cramp and Pain in has been egregiously deceived by preparations of it,
Stomach, Bowel Complaint, Cholic, Diarrhoea, Cholo- partly because the drug alone has not all the virtue
D . C .~MO NT6O MER Y ~ all my work the very best seasoned stuff, and employ terms. Stenceling in paper or metal neatly ex ra,
<fec., Ac.
that is claimed for it, but more because many prep
none but experienced mechanics, I feol confident that ecuted.
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
arations, pretending to be concentrated extracts of
And for Fever and Ague,
all who favor me with their patronage, will be perfect
P. S. Blockletterscut to order.
Banning Building.over N. McGiftin'sShoe Store, ly satisfied on a trial of their work. All my work
Thero is nothing better. It has been favorably known it, contain but little of the virtue of Sarsaparilla, or
May 22, 1860.
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
for
more
than
twenty
vears,
to
be
the
will be warranted.
any thing else.
ONLY'SURE SPECIFIC
Specialattention given to the collection of claims,
THE CATARACT
fpSS~ Purchasers are requested to give me a call beDuring late years the public have been misled
and the purchase and sale of Real-Estate.
For the many diseases incident to the human family. by large bottles, pretending to give a quart of Ex
ore buyingolsewhere.
Mar.20:t-j
Internally and Externally
To the People of Knox County anti espe It work? equally sure. What stronger proof of these tract of Sarsaparilla for one dollar. Most of these
HAVE forsale unimproved lands as follows:
F. I>. JAMES’
cially the Ladies.
610 acre? in Osage county, Missouri.
facts can be produced than the following letter re have been frauds upon the sick, for they not only
contain little, if any, Sarsaparilla, but often no
PHOTOGRAPH AND AMBROTYPE
HAVE been for several years on the look out for ceived unsolicited from Rev. A. W. Curtis :
60<i acres in Warren county, Missouri.
curative properties whatever. Hence, bitter and
a good Washing Machine. I have had several
802 acres in St. Francois county, Missouri.
Romeo, J/acomb Co. Mich. July 9, 1860.
GALLERY,
tried in my family and found some that did pretty Messrs. J. N. Harris Co.: GenRemen—The con painful disappointment has followed the use of the
125 acres in Hardin county, Ohio.
In Ward's Block,opposite Woodward Llall—up Stairs.
40 acre lot in Hardin county. Ohio.
f SHAKES pleasure in annoucing to the citizens of well as long as thoy kept in order. But they all fidence I have in Perry Davis’ Pain Killer as a rem various extracts of Sarsaparilla which flood the
"83 acres in Mercer county: Ohio.
JL Mount Vernon, and its vicinity, that he has fit soon failed in this respect and some shook them edy tor Colds, Coughs, Burns, Sprains and Rheuma market, until the name itself is justly despised, and
marl
tism, for the cure of which I have successfully used has become synonymous with imposition and cheat.
ted up in a style of neatness and elegance a suit of selves to pieces.
Last fall I discovered the Cataract Machine ope it, induces mo to cheerfully recommend its virtues Still we call this compound Sarsaparilla, and intend
rooms as above located, for the purpose of taking
rated
by
Mr.
Eiswald
the
inventor,
and
was
struck
to others.
Photograph mid A mb rot > pe Likeueasea,
to supply such a remedy as shall rescue the name
A few months ago I had recourse to it to destroy a from the load of obloquy which rests upon it. And
In the latest and most approved manner. He is with its simplicity; and especially with the fact that
prepared, with all the recent improvements of the there was no shaking motion to it. It had no more felon ; although I never heard of its being used for we think we have ground for believing it has vir
S. W. LIPPITT,
art, and has the best north-side and sky light in the tendency to rattle to pieces than n grindstone, or a that purpose, but having suffered intensely from a tues which are irresistible by the ordinary run of
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in
to take pictures in a style heretofore unsur spinning wheel. I induced Mr. Eiswald to bring his former one, and having no other remedy at hand, I the diseases it is intended to cure. In order to
irugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils, Glass, State,
passed for correctness and beauty, and upon the machine to Mount Vernon, and gave it a thorough applied the Pain Killer freely for about fifteen min secure their complete eradication from the system,
Main street, opposite the Kenyon House,
shortest
possible notice. He has permanently lo trial in my family, and also in some others; and be ute? at evening, and repeated the application very
itlonut Vci non, Ohio.
the remedy should be judiciously taken according
Pure Wines and Liquors for medicinal pur cated himself hore, and will be found at his post came so well satisfied with its merits that I purchas briefly the next morning, which entirely destroyed to directions on the bottle.
ed the paten t rignt for several counties.
ready
to
serve
those
who
wish
to
procure
likenesses.
the
felon,
and
increased
the
confidence
in
the
utility
poses.
ap 6
prepared by
These machines are now maeufactured at the Ko- of the remedy.
Yours truly,
Those who have lost friends—who have buried
those they have loved—perhaps have an old picture kosing Iron Works, by Buckingham A Co., and I
DB. J. C. AYER & CO.
A. W. CURTIS,
CABINET BUSINESS.
which may be destroyed. If it bo ever so small, we can confidently recommend tnem as the best ma
Minister of the Weylean Methodist Church.
LOWELL, MASS.
cau make a life size of it, and give the true color of chine for washing that I ever saw. They will wash
_
US.
TIse E*ain Killer
Price, $1 per Bottle j Six Bottles for $5.
«T osepll
any amount of clothes from a shirt collar to half a lias been tested in every variety of climate, and by
ffllAKES
'SHAKES pleasure in announcing to the citizens oi the hair, eyes and complexion.
Lockets, Breastpins, Finger-rings, Ac., filled to dozon shirts, without tearing or wearing them. They almost every nation known to Americans. It is the
8 Mt. Vernon and vicinity, that he continues to
order in the neatest style. Particular attention are not liable to get out of order and will last a almost constant companion and inestimable friend
carry on the
lifetime.
paid to taking pictures of children and views.
of tbe missionary and the traveler, on sen and land, has won for itself such a renown for the cure of every
‘
1B I NE T MA KING B USINESS,
Buckingham A Co., will warrant them to give en and no one should travel on our lakes or rivers with variety of Throat and Lung Complaint, that it is en
Plain and Colored Photographs taken life-size,
In all its branches, at his old stand, at the foot of
tire siVisfaction. If not,the machine may be returned out it.
tirely unnecessary for us to recount the evidence of its
Main street, opposite Buckingham’s Foundry, where and warranted to be accurate as life.
We shall be pleased to have you call and examine in good order, within twenty days and tbo money
Be surcyou call for and get the genuine Pain Kil virtues, wherever it has been employed. As it has long
will bo found Bureaus, Tables, Chairs, Bedsteads,
will
be
handed
back
without
asking
any
questions.
been in constant use throughout this section, we need
ourspecimensforyourselves.
Don
’
iforgettho
place"
ler,
ns
many
worthless
nostrums
are
attempted
to
be
Washstands, Capboards, Ac., Ac.
C. P. BUCKINGHAM.
F. D. JAMES.
sold on the great reputation of this valuable medi not do more than assure the people its quality is kept
Mt. Vernon , .Tune 12, 1S60.
ap to the best it ever has been, and that it may be relied
cine.
.Jf©- Instructions given in the art on reasonable
UNDER FAKING.
an to do for their relief all it has ever been found to do.
[Mar 20, I860.
isg.3.. Directions accompany each boDlo.
I have provided myself with a new and splendid terms.
sash
door
and
bl
nd
Sold by dealers every whero.
Hoarse, and will be ready to attend funerals when
Price 25 cts., 50 cts., and $1, per bottle.
ever called upon. Coffins of all sizes kept on hand
J. N. HARRIS A Co.,
and made to order.
J. S. MARTIN.
FOE THE CURE OF
HE
SUBSCRIBERS
WOULD
INFORM
THEIR
Proprietors for the Western and Southern States,
feb8:tf
Costiveness, Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Dysen
frionds and the public generally, that thoy have
Cincinnati, Ohio
tery,
Foul
Stomach,
Erysipelas, Headache, Piles,
removed their Machinery to the Furlong Foundry, Sold Wholesale and Retail by James Blanchard,
Sir. S>. McBRIAR,
West of High Street, where, in connection with S. S. W. Lippitt, Mt. Vernon; R. S. French, Gambier; Rheumatism, Eruptions and Skin Diseases, Liver
BANNING BUILDING, MT. VERNON, 0.
Davis, they ke«p on hand and manufacture to order, N. Dayton, Martinsburg; Montague A Uosac, Fred Complaint, Drgpsy, Tetter, Tumors and Salt Rheum,
Worms, Gout, Neuralgia, as a Dinner Pill, and for
ericktown ; W. T McMahon, Millwood; S. W. Sapp, Purifying the Blood.
HE undersigned respectfully announce? to the on short notice,
Doors,Sasst,
55iin«!s
and
Hoardings
Danville.
nov6
_
citizens ofKnoxand the surrounding counties,
They are sugar-coated, so that the most sensitive can
Si LILT* 2370 O3SL 20 ©TYtijSSt,
that he has greatly enlarged his business and Of
is all the various patterns. Surface and Irregular
take them pleasantly, and they are the best aperient in
OULD respectfully inform the citizens of Mt.
the world for all the purposes of a family physic.
DIE
S.
O.
RICH
a
Vernon, Ohio, and vicinity, that he has per now prepared to offer superior inducements to those Planing and Flooring, hard or soft, dressed to order.
We would ask for the new firm n continuance of the
Price, 25 cent3 per Pox; Five boxes for fcl.OO.
manently located in Mt. Vernon, for the purpose of who wish to purchase
SHERRY WINE BiTTERS,
patronage so liberally bestowed on the old ono.
Flieap and Elegant Furniture.
practicing his Profession in the best and most sub
Great
nnmhoti of Clergymen. Physicin.ns.Ktatesmcn.
BYERS
A
PATTERSON.
The
Celebrati
d
New
l.ngland
Remedy
stantial style of the art. and I would say to those He will at all times keep on hand a large stock of
and eminent personages, have lent their names to cer
Mt. Vernon, ©., June 12, I860
FOR
WARDROBES,
who may favor ine with their patronage, that my BUREAUS,
tify the unparalleled usefulness of these remedies, but
HABITITAT, CONST1 PATTON,
work shall and will compare both in beauty and du
BEDSTEADS, SOFAS, LOUNGES,
A FA GO.
our space here will not permit the insertion of them.
rability with any in the State. I would also say to BOOKCASES, -HAT-RACKS,
fTUIE undersigned wishes to say that he is still nt .In:imliie. Fi-tci- anil Ague. <tmerit I Debility The Agents below named furnish gratis our American
mid nil Dit*«-nK<-a, n l ining (in 111 n Disertlcr8 the old Stand on High Street, West of the R. R.
those who are afflicted with Diseased mouths, that
CENTRE, PIER and
Almanac, in which they are given; with also full
t-<l S to 111 a (It, l.irir, <it Hoivels
I am prepared to treat all diseases of the mouth un
DINING TABLES;
Depot known as the Furlong Foundry, which is now fTJUEY are used and recommended by leading descriptions of the above complaints, and the treatment
should be followed for their cure.
der any form. Also to remove tumors from the
MAHOGANY. CANE SEAT and in full operation. He is ready to greet all his old
8 Physicians of the country, and all who try them that
Do not be put off by unprincipled dealers with other
mouth or antrum. All operations warranted, and
COMMON CHAIRS, MATTRASSES, Ac.
riends and patrons with a pleasant smile, a warm pronounce them invaluable.
moderate charges. I have taken a lease of my pres And in fact, every article to be found in a first-class shake of the hand, social cha t and then furnish them
Dr. JAMES L. LEEPERE, writes from Navarro, preparations they make more profit on. Demand
ent suit of rooms from Dr. Russell, for ftvo years Furniture Ware-rootn. 1 will also make to order with any thing in the line of business they are to Stark Co.. Ohio, ‘ the Bitters are highly praised by Ayer’s, and take no others. The'sick want the best
with the refusal of ten. The best of references nny article that may be called for. I employ the be supplied with at this place. The same business those suffering from indigestion, yspepsia and liver aid there is for them, and they should have it.
All our Remedies are for sale by
ean be «-iven.
[June 19, 1860.
very best workmen to be had, and every article sold is continued here as you will see by advertisement. complaint.”
will be warranted. I solicit a continuat
the
jjldy- J. Blanchard, S. W. Lippitt, W. B. Russe
Come on Farmers and all others and support home
E. S. DAVIS, Postmaster at Williamsport, Ohio,
liberal patronage heretofore extend tome.
industry.
M. C. FURLONG.
says, “they give great satisfaction. I use them my and by Druggists and dealers everywhere.
Oct30-ly.
JOSEPH McCORMfCK.
self, having taken cold, become prostrate and lost my
Banning Building, opp. Woodward Block,
appetite. It relieved me, and I can recommend it
Graeteuberg Family Medicines.
MOUNT VERNON, 0.
UNDERTAKING.
with great assurance of its merit?.”
S. DAVIS & CO.,
Sign of the Red Bedstead, and
The subscriber still continues the Undertaking
Dn.AVM.M. KERR, of Rogersville, Ind., writes
Retail Prices*
MANUFACTURERS OF
Business, and having an elegant Hearse is prepar
Golden Chair.
us that they are the most valuable medicine offered.
Vegetable Pills, per box,
25
ed to attend funerals in either town or country. MOWERS AND REAPERS
He has recommended them with great succoss. and
Green Mountain Ointment, per box, - - 25
Coffins made to order, in the best style, and on the
daniel McDowell,
CALLED THE
with them made several cures of palpitation of the
Sarsaparilla, per bottle,
- - 1,00
heart and general debility.
AKES pleasure in announcing shortest notice. I ean be found t my Furniture
Mount Vernon Iron Harvester,
Children’s Panacea, per bottle, - - 50
to the citizens of Mt. Vernon Ware-rooms, iu Banning’s Building, opposite Wood
THOMAS STANFORD, Esq., Blountsville, Henry
HE most simple in construction and perfect in
Eye
Lotion,
per
bottle,
- 25
ward Block. Mt. Vernon, 0.
and vicinity, that having been in
its operation, the lightest in draft, and least lia Co., Ind., writes us a long letter, under date of May
Fever
and
Ague
Remedy,
per
box,
- 50
Marchl3tf.
JOSEPH McCORMICK.
the business for 39 years, in this
3,
1
860.
He
was
much
reduced,
having
been
afflict

ble to get out of ordor of any in use. Now if far
Health Bitters, per package,
- 25
place, he continues to manufacture
mers of Knox and adjoining Counties wish to save ed for throe years with great nervous debility, pal
Dysentery Syrup, per bottle, - - 50
CHAIRSand BEDSTEADS of every
pitation
of
the
heart
of
the
most
severe
and
pros

Marshall’s Uterine Catholicon, per hottie, 1,50
.dONEY, HORSE FLESH AND TIME,
(
_
J description, at his stand in Bantrating character, “after using a few bottles I was
Come and try
Consumptive’s Balm, per bottle, * - 3,00
I [fy
I! uing’s Building where he hopes,
completely restored, and am now in robust health.”
Graefenberg Pile Remedy, per bottle, - 1,00
•t
«,
H |,y making good work, and selling
GEORGE W. HOFFMAN says he wag afflicted
Manuel of Health, per copy,
1 at low prices, to receive a continua
Manufactures of Mowers and Reapers, and the above with rhumatism for twenty years, in all its various
>o of the liberal patronage that has heretofore been
forms, and at the date of his letter he had been two
representations will be realized or no sale.. Also,
HOME TESTIMONY.
< ended to him. All his work is made of the very
years well; the Bitters effecting the cure, when
Sugar Mills willi B. i>. Evans’
Hartford. Trumbull Co., O., March 7, 1S57.
■ j-it material, and will be warranted to givo entire
several physicians could do him no good. He says,
PATENT EVAPORATOR,
•
I
hereby
certify
that I have boon dealing in the
^-faction. Tha patronage of the public is res“for rhumatism. dyspepsia, liver complaint, kidney
Patented March 20th, 1860. These mills are heavy affection, or dropsy, it is a specific certuin remedy.” Graefenberg Medicines for the past year, and can
i tf'ully solicited.
jy!2:y
cast iron, and by use, proved last fall to be unex
J. AV. HUNT writes from Delphos, Allen Co., O., truly say that I have met with the decided appro
celled by any in these parts; and as for the Evapora (a section where Fever and Ague prevails,) that he bation of the people like these, particularly the
MEAT MARKET.
tor, it is the best adapted to the business, of any most cheerfully recommends them of deeided merit pills and cotholicon. They will readily perform all
pattent yet in use, and is so constructed, that the in all cases of FEVER AND AGUE, DYSPEPSIA, and more than is promised for them. I have sold
Tosepli BecRtell
furnace part serves for a stove, fora kitchenorcook- AND GENERAL DEBILITY.
about fifty bottles of the catholicon the past season,
f R1 \KES pleasure in aning vegetables for stock, and all its advantages over
£ auouncing to his old
D. K. GALLEHERS, M. D., writes from Van and I hear the best results in every case.
othors
for
convenience,
has
to
be
seen
and
used
to
S. H. C. JOHNSON, Medical Agent.
AVert, Ohio, “I most respectfully recommend the
11 lends and customers that
be properly appreciated. Those wishing to pur Sherry AVino Bitters to the notice of Dyspeptic per
i, - still continues to keep
chase will be but wise to examine this before buy sons, and to all who require a stimulating medicine.
Read what Dr. Bushnell says of the Graefenberg
j .,!• sale the very best of
ing elsewhere.
Medicines. Dr. B. is a physician of extensive prac
Be t, Pork, Veal, Mutton,
Such News we are receiving Daily.
Also,
THRASHING
MACHINES,
all
of
the
va

tice,
and one of the molt successful in tho county
und Lamb, at his cellar, on Main street, opposite to
Full Particulars Accompany Each Bottle.
(Trumbull) in which he resides.
rious styles and descriptions made andrepaired that
Woodward llall, under Clark’s Tailor Shop. By
They are sold by Medicine Dealers generally.’
was formerly made here. Also, Plows and Plow
“This certifies that I have used the Graefenberg
PEOPLE’S
keeping good meats, and by honest dealing, he
Price 75 cts. per bottle. J. N. II \RRIS J-CO.
Shares, Wholesale and Retail; of the LeDg Plow,
hopes to merit a continuation ol the liberal patronCincinnati, Ooio, Proprietors for the Southern and Pills and Marshall’s Catholicon, sold here by J. II.
HOUSE-FURNISHING
right and left from No. 1 to No. 5; Hiser right and
C. Johnson, in my practice, to my entire satisfac
nge ho has retore hereceivsd.
April 27-t.f
AA estern States, to whom address all orders.
left; Crist do.; Hutchison left. The Mt. Vernon
For sale by S. AV. Lippitt, Mt. Vernon, 0.; James tion. They are good medicines.
Iron right, left, and the Clipper and Combination
DR. G. W. BUSHNELL.
Blanchard, Mt. Vernon; R. S. French, Gambier; N.
FREOER1CRTOWK FOUNDRY.
Plow with the Stool Mole Board, Double Shovels,
Hartford, Trumbull Co., O., March 7, 1857.
AVE on hand a very large assortment of the Ac., Ac. Also Scrapers with cast points, an exccl- Dayton, Martinsburg; Montague A Ilosac, FredeJ
ino?t modern improved Cook and Parlor Stovos, lentarticle. Also, Castings, Machinery, Ac.to order. ricktown; AV. T. Mahon, Millwood; S. AV. Sapp,
I. D. RANKIN', Proprietor.
West Bedford, Coshocton Co., May 14, 1857.
Danville; Roberts A Samuel, Columbus. [nov6-ly.
lor noth wood and coal, which they will guarantee
HE subs criber respectfully informs the citizens
S. DAVIS A CO.
Mr. H. B. Kingsley, Sir:—I have been selling the
to
give
entire satisfaction in their operation. Their
of Knox and the surrounding counties that he
Apr24.
M. C. Furlong, Gen. Ag’t.
medicines
of the Graefenberg Company for the last
asortment of '.louse Furnishing Goods is also large,
continues the Foundry Business in Fredericktown,
ten years, and have invariably found them to give
JAMES H. m’EARI AND.
WILLIAM WELLS
Knox county, Ohio, where he manufactures and embracing
great satisfaction, and the j.ills I have sold to a
McFiKLAH) & WELLS
keeps on band a general assortment of
great many families as regular as their tea and cof
HAVE JUST OPENED
COOKING. PARLOR & OFFICE STOVES, CARPET SWEEPERS,
fee, and with my trade they have become a staple
>
N EW
PLOWS OF ALL KINDS,
article. Marshall's Uterine Catholicon is a medicine
SILVER,
BRITANIA
And a full stock of TIN and COPPER WARE.
that has done a great amount of good in female dis
Dinner Bells, a splendid article, fine toned and ve
eases. One lady I sold it to told me that she had
On Jlitm Street, over flank’s Saddle and Harness
ry cheap, are made at this establishment.
TIN, JAPAN,
received more benefit from one bottle than she did
1^35.00
Shop, Second Floor, Opposite Ilussell,
All work manufactured at my establishment will
AYS the entire cost for Tuition in tho most pop from a long course of medical treatment by the most
Sturges & Co’s Rank,
be a arranted to give entire satisfaction to our cus
WOODEN AND WILLOW WAKE,
skillful physicians.
ular
and
successful
Commercial
School
in
the
HERE may be found a good assortment of
tomers, and will be sold at prices equally as low if
Yours truly,
JAMES WILSON.
country. Upwards of Twelve Hundred young men
Chairs, Bedsteads, and Cabinet Ware, of
not lower than similar articles Can be had in Mt. Wiihi-Iinostevory useful article from the kitchen to
from twenty-eight different States, have been edu
their own manufacture, at prices to suit the times.
Vernon. The patronage of the public is solicited,
the parlor. Also, alargestock of the celebrated
HEALTH OF AMERICAN WOMEN.
All work warranted. All kinds of Wood Turning cated tor business here within the past threo years,
maria
L. D. RANKIN.
Female irregularities, weakness, utorine displace
some of whom have been employed as Book-keepers
done on short notice and in good style. Countiy at
salaries of
ments,
and all local uterine difficulties and constitu
Cabinet Makers will do well to give us a call.—
ST ANU FROM INDER!
tional troubles of women, are entirely cured by the
2,000 Per Annum,
Wagon Hubbs, Stair Banisters, Nuel Posts, Drops,
Graefenberg Marshall’s Uterine Catholicon.
Which will pay for itself in the saving of ftal,over and, in short, anything in wood can be turned at immediately upon graduating, who knew nothing of
CITY OF MARTINSBURG
In this connection Miss Beecher, sister of tbe
accounts when they entored the College.
our shop.
any other stove, in every 18 months use.
Rev.
Henry Ward Beecher, in Letters to the Peo
M inisters sons at half price. Students en
N. B. Lumber, Country Produce, and Cash taken
Remember the House Furnishing Establishment.
TITOS. ROGERS
ple,
page 129, says: “I have nine sisters and sis
ter
at
any
time,
and
review
when
they
please,
with

in
exchange
for
our
work.
All
orders
promptly
atWe
are
still
doing
all
kinds
of
Jobbing
in
Copper,
3 RECEIVING and opening a very large and
out extra charge.
ters-in-law, and fourteen female cousins, all mar
Tin and Sheet Iron, at short notice and low rates. tendud to. A share of Public Patronage solicited.
general assortment of
Eor Catalogues of 86 pages, specimens of Prof. ried, and all delicate and ailing. Amid the immense
Feb. 12, ’61 :y.
McFARLAND A WELLS.
All the above articles will be sold at reduced prices,
Drv G-oodLs,
Cowley s Business and Ornamental Penmanship, and cirele of my friends and acquaintances, I cannot re
forcash.at JAMES HUNTSBERRY' <k SON’S.
LOCERIES, QUEEN3WARE, HARDWARE
a large Engraving of the College, inclose twenty-five call ton married ladies born in this century and
mar22:tf
country who are perfectly healthy.” In cases, how.
cents in postage stamps to the Principals,
BOOTS, SHOES, HATS, CAPS
ever, where the Graefenberg Catholicon has been
AND BONNETS. Also,
Land Warrants.
JENKINS A SMITH.
used, wa must say that health hag rapidly taken
jnn 22-ly
Pittsburgh, Pa.
ERSONS having 160 acre Land Warrants, by
R EAI > Y- MALI E C LOT HI NG!
OW receiving at the old stand, sign of the Big
the
place of disease, and ladies havo become robust,
of which has been purchased at low watermark,
sending them to the undersigned, can have them ±1 Chair, over Sperry A Co.’s Storo, the largest
Bonn & Tetley,
strong, vigorous and healthy.
will bosold unusually low in exchaDgefor Cash,
loaned to pre-omptors of the public lands, at two
and best stock of Furniture ever offered for sale in
No. 136 Wood Street, Pittsburgh,
Mr*. Gleason, of Elmira, says: “Beautiful Indeed,
ter, Eggs, Corn, Wheat, Rye, Oats, Turkeys and hundred and fifty dollars, payable in one year, se this place, consisting in part of Sofas, Tete-a-Tetes,
is the confiding, trusting nature of woman, but how
cured by the land entered with the warrant
ckens.
Lounges, Chairs, Marble Top and Mahogany Tables,
RIFLE MANUFACTURERS,
much
does it need to be protected by a watchfulness
ive us a call and seo if wo can’t beatthe small
This is an excellent chance for investment, the Stands, Cane and Wood Seat Chairs, Cribs, Bed
MPORTERS and dealers in double and single barftges around,such as Bladensburg,Mt. Vernon, lender being rendered doubly safe, by having the steads, and in fact almost everything in Cabinet line
relshotguns, sporting apparatus, gun makers ma that will lead her, in time of disease, to nppeal to a
benefit of the settlers improvements and selection o the market requires. I also keep on hand and make'
ca, Ac.
terials, has just received, by Express, direct from the medical adviser of scientific education, moral worth,
7nite Grauite Ware 50 cents a sett; line Syrup the finest lands in the West.
to order Curled Ilsir, Cotton and Husk Mattrasses, manufacturers, a splendid assortment oi C It’s Repeat, and purity of character.” All these may be secured
JAMES G. CHAPMAN,
cts. a gallon: high colored plain Delaines 124
Feather Bolsters and Pillows. I have Bailey’s Cur ing Pistols, four, five and six inch barrels, all of whi. h by addressing the Graefenberg company.
June 30.
Omaha City, Neb. Ter.
taper yard; Figured English Merino 31J; double
tain Fixtures, the best in use, also, a few choice we will sell for cash at as low prices as they can be
Forsale by S. W. Lippitt, Mt. Vernon : Tuttle A
th: good brown Muslins at 61 cents; and all
Gilt Mouldings. Picture Frames made to order.
boughtin thecity of New York. Persons going to
I have also the right to sell Fisk A Crane’s Patent Australia and California will find thatthey can dobot lUontague, Frederietown ; Bishop & Mishey, North
jr "oods at low prices.
Liberty; Dr. McMahon, Millwood; N. M. Dayton,
*Overeoats $3,50;
Good Vest? $1,37;
terbypurchasing their equipago at home,than they
ROM the manufacturers, a Spring supply of Burial Cases, and will keep them on hand.
The public are invited to call and oxamine my can amongstrangers—as we give persons a chance to Martinsburgh; W. Conway <fc Co., Mt. Liberty.
Pants at all pricosfrom $1,50 to $6,00.
Wall Papor, Window Blinds, Window Shades,
Orders for Medicines should be addressed to
stock and prices.
[npr26]
W. C. WILLIS.
try any of the above pistols before leaving the oity,
artinsburg. oct26__________
and Curtain Fixtures, at
H. B. KINGSLEY, Cleveland, Ohio,
n 1 in case of a failure we refund the money.
OLDR
tYD
’
S
BOOK
&
JEWELRY
STORE.
March 6, 1860.
Aoj juoSr the State.
ATS and CAPS, the best and cheapest iD town
1’ATEiW OFFICE AC1EACY,
Sept. ll:tf.
BOAVN A TETLEY.
MarchI3t
f
at
WARNER MILLER’S.
Opposite the Weddell House, Cleveland, Ohio.
OB PRINTING of all kinds neatly and che
BLANKS
of
all
kind*
for
sale
at
this
Office*
H.
BURK1DGB
[May
5.]
J.
BRA1NAUD.
Justice
’
s
Blanks
for
sale
at
the
Banner^Offiee.
executed at this offiee.
v29tf.
And Notary Public,
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO
fPP' OFFICE—North side of Kremn Block.
August28, 1860-1 y.

fV"}

HPHE subscriber respectfully in-L forms the citizens of Mt. Vernon
AStaken for a term of years the rooms former
al'd th® public generally, that be
contin l • . occupy his old stand,
ly occupied by N. N. Hill, immediately over
j Taylor, Gantt A Co.’s, where he will prosecutewest
the of the Market House tv < doors South of Ir
i various ditties of his profession with an experience vine’s Grocery Store, where he is prepared to man
ol over 16 years constant practice, and an acquain- ufacture Boots and Shoes of every description, to
, tance with all the late improvements in the art, he order, upon the shortest notiee and. in the very best
feels confident of giving entire satisfaction. The style
best skill of the profession warranted to be exercised
He Keeps none but the most experienced work
men and will warrant his work to be equal, for du
in every case.
On hand a large stook of Dental Material lately rability and neatness, to any manufactured in this
city or elsewhere.
procured from the east.
Entrance on Main srtot, botweeon Taylor, Gantt
Ho keeps none but the best material, and has con
<£• Co.’s and L. Munk’s Clothing Store.
stantly on hand the best quality of French calfskin,
April 19, 1859-tf___________________________ __
kipskin, and coarse leather boots, monroe’s, lace
boots, brogans, gaiters, and ladies’ wear of every
SASH, DOORS ANO BEINOS.
description.
Persons wishing to test his work will please call
DEVOE & IIUBBELL,
and leave their measures, as the best evidence will
nnounce to the citizens of knox then be given of the truth of his assertion.
and the surrounding counties, that they are
August 21, 1860-fitno.
C. WEBER.
now prepared to manufacture to order all kinds of
MOUNT VERNON
Sash, Doors and Blinds, Window and Door Frames,
and all work required in house finishing. We shall
use the very best material, and will warrant all our
HE SUBSCRIBER would call the attention of
work.
the public to the fact, that the Old Lucerne Fac
Shop on High street, opposite the Court House,
tory is removed to Mt. Vernon, at
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
[raarch20.
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CANKER & SALT RHEUM

H

I

A

WOuLEN FACTORY!

T

PAIN KILLER,

W

FAMILY MEDICINE OF THE AGE

G

WASHING MACHINE !

I

I

CITY DRUG STORE.
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,
~
^ T
FACTORY!

JOSEPH MCORMICKS~

FURNITURE
GA
WARE ROOMS.

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,

T

T

W

RDSON’S

CHUB IW BEDSTEAD MAXI FACTORY,

FURLONG~F< >UNDRY.

T

T

Stoves! Stoves!

FURLONG FOUNDRY,

JAMES HUNTSBERRY & SON S
ESTABLISHMENT!

T

Blood Purlfyer and Blood Pills."

H

Furniture Rooms,

W

P

STEWART STOVES,

NEW FURNITURE

P

I

JUST RECEIVED-

F

J

NervousHeadache

DR. ROBACK’S

SCANDINAVIAN REMEDIES.
HEN Dr. ROBACK, tha celebrated Swedish
Physician, introduced his Blood Puri fieri
and Blood Pills in the United States, he set forth
in plain language t h e i r curative properties. Thia
was years ago. The task of recommending them
n.a s since beon taken out of his hands. Enlightened
men whose character for sound judgment andphiosop y, gi\es their opinions weight in the commu
nity men who observe, reflect and make ,'assurance
doubly sure” before they decide-are everywhere
approving and urging the use of the»e wonderful
Preparations. All who confide in the wisdom and
honesty of this class, or who choose to investigate
for themselves are now of one mind on thi* impor
tant subject.
r
Dr. Roback invites tbe attention of tbesicktothe!

W
LI®]

By tbe use of these Pills the periodic attacks of
Nervous or Sick Headache may be prevented ; and
if taken at the commencement of an attack imme
diate relief from pain and sicknes* will be ob
tained.
They seldom fail in removing the Nausea and
Headache to which females are so subject.
They act gently upon the bowels, removing Cos
tiveness.
For Literary Men, Students, Delicate Females,
and all persons of sedentary habits, they are valu
able as a laxative, improving the appetite, giving
tone and vigor to the digestive organs, ».nd restor
ing the natural elasticity and strength of the whole
system.
The CEPHALIC PILLS are the result of long
investigation and carefully conducted experiments,
having been in use many years, during which time
they have prevented and relieved a vast amount of
pain and suffering from Headache, whether origi
nating in the nervous system or from a deranged
state of the stomach.
They are entirely vegetable in theircomposition,
and may be taken at all times with perfect safety
without making any change of diet, and the ab
sence of any disagreeable taste renders it easy to
administer them to children.
BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS !
The genuine have five signatures of Henry C.
Spalding on each Box.
Sold by Drufigists and all other Dealers in Med
icines.
A Box will be sent by mail, prepaid, on jeceipt
of the
PRICE, 25 CENTS.
All orders should be addressed to
HENRY C. SPALDING,

48 Cedar Street, New York.
THE FOLLOWING ENDORSEMENTS OF

S PA I.DING’S

CEPHALIC PILLS,
WILL CONVINCE ALL WHO SUFFER FROM

HEADACHE,

Original Letters

From mombers of the Medical Professien, Editor*
of public journals, well known Merehantsand Farm
ers, and Ladies of the highest respectability, giving
accountof extraordinary cures wrought by the rem
edies, of which cures they themselves were

Eye Witnesses
These parties may be consulted personally or by
letter, by those who have any doubts upon the sub
ject. The evidence in the possession of Dr. Roback"
which is at all times accessible to the public e«t&h’
ishe* tho following

Facts:
That the Blood Purifier and Blood Pills hare been
proved by analysis to

Contain No Mineral;
That they cure the atmost universal complaint

Dyspepsia,
With unerring certainty, and in a very short time
That after all other medicines have proved ueeles/
they relieve

Liver Complaint,
And restore the health and strength of the sufferer
That SICK FEMALES, who have languished for'
years in helpless weakness and desponnency; recu
perate with grert rapidity under their invigorating
operation. That all sexual disabilities are removed
by their cordial and gently stimulating properties.
That they recruit

Shattered Constitutions,
However they may have been trifled with and abus
ed; that their direct tendency is to lengthen life,
and render it enjoyable. That, operating.directly
upon the poison of disease in the blood, they

Cause soon to Ileal,
And discharge from the system, every tnintof Scro
fula, whether hereditary or otherwise. That they

Recruit the Debilitated,
And that there is no disease of the Stomach and
Bowels, the liver, the nervous system, the akin, the
gland* or muscles,

Arising from Impurities or Obstructions

ot the Blood or Secretions,
That a speedy and sure cure is within 'bf-ir reach.
As these testimonials were unsolicited by Mr. Spalding, in which they do not give prompt relief, and, (ifad
ministered before the very citadel of life ha* been,
they afford unqucstionaleproof oj the efficacy
invaded,) effect a painless and perfect etire.
of this truly scientific discovery,
Bear in mind that tho Scandinavian Vegetable
Masonville, Conn., Feb. 5, 1861.
Mr. Spalding—Sir: I tried your Cephalic Pills, Blood Piil.« are endorsed by the experience of thou
and I like them so well that I want you to send me sands of living witnesses, who, in letters, affidavit*,
medical works, and ?\y word of mouth, proclaim
two dollars worth more.
Part of these are for the neighbors, to whom I them to be the very best preparation of the kind
ever
offered to the broken down victims of ill healthgave a few out of the first box I got from you.
They hunt disease through every avenue and orgam
Send the Pills by mail, and oblige
of the system, and to expel it thoroughly and per
Your ob’t Servant.
manently.
JAMES KENNEDY.
No one oan doubt their superiority after one sin
IIaverford, Pa., Feb. 6,1861.
gle trial—they are not only better but,in fact, cheap
Mr. Spalding—Sir: I wish you to send me one er than any other Pills, for it takes a ies* number
more box of your Cephalic Pill, I have received a of them to produce a be'ter effect.
great deal of benefit from them.
Price of the Scandinavian Blood Purifier, $1, per
Yours respectfully,
bottle, or $5, per half dozen. Of the Scandinavian
MARY ANN STOIKHOUSE.
Blood Pills, 25 cents per box, or 5 boxes for $1.
Spruce Creek, Huntington Co , Pa.,1
Read Dr. Roback’s Special Notices and Cer
January 18, 1861.
)
tificates, published in a conspicuous part of this pa
H. C. Spalding—Sir: You will please send me per from time to time. Dr. Roback’* Medical Al
two boxes of yur Cephalic Pills. Send them im manac and Family Adviser, containing a great,
amount of interesting a'nd valuable Medical infor
mediately.
mation can be had gratis of any of hi* agent*,
Respectfully yours,
throughout the country.
JNO. B SIMONS.
In difficult or complicated cases, Dr. R:
P. S. I have used one btx of your Pills, and
be consulted personally or by leUr
find them excellent.
stamp
for the reply.
Belle Vernon, Ohio. Jan. 15,1861.
Principal Office, and Sf
Henry C. Spalding, Esq.,—Sir: Please find inclos
Fourth street, 3d buildin
ed twenty-five cents, for which send me another bo
of your Cephalic Pills. The) are truly the best Laboratory No. 32 Ha
For sale by S. W
Fills I have ever tried.
A. STOVER, P. M.
D. <fc D. S. Fry, Cen
Belle Vernon, Wyandot Co., O.
S. W. Sapp, Danville.
Beverly, Mass., Dec. 11, 1861.
Tuttle A Montague, Fredericktown
H. O. ffpaldtng, Erjj:,--! wish r&r some circulars
R.
McCloud, Millwood.
or lar_.e show bills, to bring your Cephalic Pills
M. N. Dayton, Martinsburg.
more particularly before my customers. If you
Bishop A Mishey, North Liberty.
have anything of the kind, please send to me.
Waddle A Thuina, Brownsville.
One of my customers, who is subject to severe
Hanna A Hall, Bladensburg.
Sick Headache, (usually lasting two days,) was
D. T. Wright, Amity,
cured of an attack in one hour by your Pills, which
A. Gardner, Mt. Holly.
I sent her.
K espectfully yours,
John Hanna, Bladensburgh.
W. B. WILKES.
Jacob Fisher, Palmyra.
Reynoldsburg, Franklin Co., Ohio )
Daniel Vcatch, Mt. Liberty.
January 9, 1161.
)
John Denny, Heller, and by druggist* and m
He.try C Spalding—No. 48 Cedar st., N. Y.
chants generally throughout the Union. Dec25
Dear Sir: Inclosed find twenty five cents,
PlKIll THE BLOOD!
(25,) for which send box of “Cephalic Pills.”—
MOFFAT'S
Send to address of Rev. Wm. C. Filler, Reynolds
burg, Franklin Co., Ohio.
Your Pills work like a charm—cure Headache
---ANTI —
almost instanter.
Truly yours,
Phoenix Bitters.
WM. C. FILLER.
HE high and envied celebrity which the?* pre
Ypsilanti, Mich., Jan. 14, 1861.
eminent Medicines have acquired for their in
Mr. Spalding, Sir:—Not long since I sent to
valuable efficacy in all the Disentcs which they pro •
you for a box of Cephalic Pills for the cure of the fess to cure, lias rendered tlie usual practice of puf
Nervous Headache and Costiveness, and received fing not only unnecessary, but unworthy of them.
the same, and they had so good an effect that I was
IN ALL CASES
of Asthma, Acute and Chronic Rheumatism, Affec
induced to send for more.
tions of tbe Bladder and Kidney*.
Please send bv return mail. Direct to
B1LLI0US FEVERS AND LIVER COMPLAINTS,
A. R.' WHEELER, Ypsitanti, Mich.
In tbe South and West, where these diseases pre
vail, they will be found invaluable. Plnnter*, far
From the Examiner, Norfolk, Va.
mers and others, who once use these Medicine*, will
Cephalic Pills accomplish the object for which never afterwards he without them.
they were made, vix: Cure of Headache in all BILLIOUS COLIC. SEROUS, LOOSNESS, BtLES,
forms.
COSTIVENESS. COLDS AND COUGHS,
From the Examiner, Norfolk, Va.
CHOLIC, CORRUPT HUMORS,
They have been tested in more than a thoutand
DROPSIES.
DvsrErsiA—Nopersen with this distressing dis
cases, with entire success.
From the Democrat, St, Cloud, Minn.
ease, should delay using these Medicines immedi
If you are, or have been troubled with the head
ately.
Eruptions of tbe Skin, Erysipelas, Flatulency.
ache,send for a box, (Cephalic Pills,) so that you
Fkvek and Ague.—Forthi* scourge of the Wes
may have them in case ol an attack.
tern country, these Medicines will be found a safe,
From the Advertiser, Providence, R. I.
The Cephalic Pills are said to be a remarkably speedy and certain remedy. Other medicine* leave
effective remedy for the headache, and one of the the system subject to a return of the disease; a cure
very best for that very frequent complaint which by these medicines is permanent
Try thorn. Be satisfied, and be cured.
has ever been discovered
Foulness op Complexion—
From the Western R. K. Gazette, Chicago, Ill.
GENERAL DEBILITY, GOUT. GIDDINESS,
We heartily endorse Mr. Spalding, and his unri
Gravel, Headaches of every kind, Inward Fever, Invailed Cephalic Piilv.
flamatory Rheumatism, Impure Blood, Jaun
From the Kanawha Valley Star, Kanawha, Va.
dice, Loss of Appetite.
We are suie that persons suffering with th®
Meiicuiiial Diseases.—Never fails to eradicate
headache, who try them, will stick to them.
entirely all the effects ef Mercury, infinitely sooner
From the Southern Path Finder, New Orleans, La. than tho m«st powerful preparation ot Sarsaparilla.
Try them! you that are afflicted, and we are NIGHT SWEATo, NERVOUS COMPLAINTS ot
sure that your testimony can be added to the al
all kinds, ORGAN.C AFFECTIONS.
ready numerous list that has received benefits that
Piles.—The original propiietor of these Medi
no other medicine can produce.
cines was cured of Piles of 35 year*' standing, by
From the St Louis Democrat.
the use of these Life Medicines alone.
The immense demand for the article (Cephalic
PAINS in the Head, side, back, Joint* and Or
Pills) is rapidly increasing.
gans.
.
.
...
Rheumatism.—Those affected with this terrible
From the Gazette, Davenport, Iowa,
Mr. Spaicing would not connect his nam* with disease, will bo sure of relief by the Life Medicine*
Rush of Blood to the Head, Scurvy, Salt Rheum
an article he did not know to possess real merit.
Swellings.
.
From the Advertiser, Providence, R. I.
Scrofula, or Kings’Evil in its worst forms, Ule*rs
The testimony in their favor is strong, from the
of every description.
. .
most respectable quartersWorms of all kinds are effectually expelled Dy
these Medicines. Parents will do well to “^mint*O’ A single bottle of SPALDINGS PREPARED ter them whenever their existense is suspected. Re
GLUE will save ten times its cost annually,_mi
lief will be certain.

Vegetable Life Pills

T

SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE !
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE !
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE

SAVE THE PRICES !
ECONOMY !
DISPATCH •
O “A Stitch in Time Saves Nine,”_tj
As accidents will happen, even in well regula
ted families, it is very desirable to have some cheap
and convenient way for repairing Furniture, Toys,
Crockery, &c.
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE
meets all such emergencies, and no household can
afford to be without it. It is always ready, and
up to the sticking point.
“USEhUL IN EVERY HOUSE.”
N. B.—A Brush accompanies each Bottle. Price
25 cents.
Address,
HENRY C. SPALDING,
No. 48 Cedar Street, New York.

The Life Pills and Phocuix Bitter®

PURIFY THE BLOOD,
And thus remove all di»ea«e from the system..
Prepared and sold by
DR. WILLIAM B. MOFFAT,
335 Broadway, corner of Anthony Street, N.
For sale by all Druggists.
Dec25:y.

CAMPBELL <fc POLLOCK,
WHOLESALE DEALERS JN

dry goods
—AND—

jSTOTTOUSTs,

Warelio***1® No. 1OI W00(1 St.,

PITTSBURGH, PA.,
ESIRE to direct the attention of the trade to.
the superior facilities which they possess for
furnishing goods at cheap rales, and of desirable
quality and styles. They feel justified in saying
thatalong experience in this branch of businessenables them to be familiar with the wants of their
customers, and to assure them that goods will be of
fered at the lowest market prices.
CAUTION.
Stock of Jeans, Tweeds, Prints, Muslins, Ao., very
Ascertain unprincipled persons are attempting omplete, embracing all the desirable styles, mr
to palm off on the unsuspecting public,imitation*
ARPETS! CARPETS! CARPETS! CAEPETS!
of my Prepared Glue, I would caution all persons
the cheapest in the State, from 20 cent* to^on®
lo examine before purchasing, and see that thefull
dollar twenty-five per y’d, just received at
name,
nov29tf.
WARNER MILLER'S.
ICTSPALDING’3 PREPARED GLUE.XD
is on the outside wrapper; all other* are swindling
Superior Deed* and Mortgage* at this Office.
counterfeit*.
Feb.9«.

D
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